TOWARD A CLEAN WORLD FOR ALL
An IEG Evaluation of the World Bank Group's Support to Pollution Management
Careful observation and analysis of program data and the many issues impacting program efficacy reveal what works as well as what could work better. The knowledge gleaned is valuable to all who strive to ensure that World Bank goals are met and surpassed.
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High growth rates in many developing countries have helped reduce poverty but have also given rise to high levels of pollution with effects that dwarf other major health care concerns. Pollution also imposes substantial economic costs—often between 4 percent and 5 percent of a country’s gross domestic product.

The effects of pollution fall overwhelmingly on developing countries, and within these, disproportionately on the poor. Ninety-four percent of annual deaths (8.4 million out of 9 million) caused by pollution occur in lower-middle-income countries.

Even though the World Bank Group has managed about 534 pollution-relevant interventions over fiscal years 04–17, the magnitude of its engagement has not kept pace with increasing global pollution levels. The World Bank Group has provided sustained financing for wastewater infrastructure, but missed opportunities to fight indoor and outdoor air pollution, which are in fact responsible for the highest share of deaths caused by pollution.
The World Bank Group’s expanding engagement in climate change mitigation can be considered an increase of its efforts to address outdoor air pollution. The cobenefits for air pollution could be maximized if they are integrated systematically into climate change mitigation interventions.

The World Bank Group is in a strong position to integrate pollution into the development agenda of client countries through policy dialogue and diagnostic work. However, country strategies rarely reflect the top pollution concerns.

The World Bank’s main country-level environmental diagnostic, the Country Environmental Analysis (CEA) has been instrumental in collating the pollution-relevant information and raising awareness about pollution and its costs. Yet CEAs have only covered 42 countries, due in part to limited funding, and even in these cases, pollution priorities are not reflected systematically in the World Bank’s country strategies.

Interventions that aim to set up country-level pollution monitoring systems have been relatively rare and often unsuccessful.

Urban transport interventions have been relatively effective in reducing air pollution along the routes they serve. However, over the past 10 years, a large share of urban transport projects (49 percent) have supported the construction of roads and not public transport schemes.

Solid waste management and wastewater treatment interventions, which have pollution mitigation objectives, have struggled with multiple challenges, including the limited institutional capacity of the service providers involved and difficulties in recovering costs.
International Finance Corporation (IFC) Advisory Services efforts with pollution reduction objectives help client companies reduce or recycle waste, increase energy or resource efficiency, or introduce renewable energy; these are largely successful due to the high-quality technical advice provided by IFC.

IFC has had limited opportunities to provide advice for structuring pollution-abating wastewater treatment and waste management public–private partnerships (PPPs), due to lack of political support; those few waste management PPPs that were structured frequently fail to reach commercial closure due to political opposition. Similarly, IFC investments in waste and wastewater utilities are challenging investments because government commitment to private sector involvement frequently falters.

Most IFC investments in pollution-intense industries are successful in meeting pollution prevention requirements; yet, there is room for improvement since one-third of projects do not meet the relevant requirements for air emissions and wastewater.

For a significant number of Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) guarantee projects, sufficient information on pollution prevention implementations was not available at the time of IEG’s project-level evaluations. But for those projects where data were available, 62–75 percent of projects meet pollution prevention requirements.
Pollution Matters for Development

**ECONOMIC GROWTH**, combined with population growth, increasing urbanization, the motorization of traffic, increased vehicle use, and a gradual shift toward more industrialized economies, has led to high levels of pollution in many developing countries.

Approximately 9 million people die from pollution each year, mostly young children (1.7 million) and the elderly (4.9 million). Ninety-four percent (8.4 million) of these deaths occur in lower-middle-income countries. Pollution also imposes substantial economic costs, frequently in the range of 4–5 percent of a country’s gross domestic product—often exceeding the amounts countries received in terms of overseas development aid.

Within developing countries, the poor are hit particularly hard by pollution based on several factors, including living in areas with the worst environmental conditions. For example, informal settlements often lack access to clean water, have insufficient sewage or waste disposal, and are close to solid waste dumps or open waste burning sites, all of which contribute to the ambient air pollution. The poor also often rely on solid fuels (wood or charcoal) for cooking, which exposes them to dangerous levels of indoor air pollution.

The importance of fighting pollution is firmly anchored in the 2015 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), goal 12: ensuring sustainable production and consumption. In addition, pollution is referenced by nine other SDGs, which indicates how interlinked the issue of pollution is with many other aspects of the development agenda.

Also, according to the 2012 environmental strategy, *Toward a Green, Clean, and Resilient World for All* (page 1), a “clean world” with “low pollution and low emissions” is an explicit strategic objective of the World Bank Group.

**Evaluation Approach**

This evaluation is the first comprehensive assessment by the Independent Evaluation Group (IEG) of the World Bank Group’s pollution management efforts, and it complements two recent IEG evaluations on water and urban transport. The overarching question IEG seeks to answer in this evaluation is, “To what extent has the World Bank Group been relevant, effective, and efficient in addressing pollution concerns in client countries through (i) targeted interventions and (ii) the use of safeguards and Performance Standards in pollution-heavy industries?”

The theory of change underlying this evaluation recognizes that the World Bank Group through its government-facing policy advice—and together with other development partners—is one of
the pillars that helps client countries create the needed knowledge about their pollution priorities and develop strategies, policies, and regulatory frameworks to address pollution management issues effectively. In addition, the private sector–facing Advisory and Investment Services of the International Finance Corporation (IFC) promote the adoption of cleaner production and efficient processes. Complementary to all these activities, (IFC) investments, Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) guarantee projects, and World Bank lending support the construction of pollution-abating infrastructure, mainly wastewater and waste management facilities. In addition to these pollution-targeted activities, the World Bank Group has a system of safeguards and MIGA and IFC Performance Standards in place that are intended to reduce or at least manage the pollution “footprint” of all World Bank Group projects on a routine basis.

This evaluation covered the entire World Bank Group portfolio of pollution-relevant activities (lending, nonlending, Advisory Services and Analytics, investment and policy lending, and guarantee projects), approved during fiscal years (FY)04–17.

The study focuses on local and regional pollution phenomena rather than the global concerns of climate change or ozone-depleting substances. Special emphasis is placed on those pollution sources that matter most for poor countries and the poor who live in there, such as indoor and outdoor air pollution, water pollution, and waste.

The evaluation applied six methodological instruments: (i) a strategic mapping of global and regional environmental concerns and the World Bank Group response; (ii) a portfolio review of World Bank Group projects and activities, gathering and analyzing project design features, results indicators, and drivers for success and failure; (iii) desk reviews of 52 country strategies and a sample of 30 Country Environmental Analyses (CEAs); (iv) five country case studies involving field missions (Ghana, Colombia, Indonesia, the Arab Republic of Egypt, and Croatia); (v) two literature reviews addressing the linkages between the climate change and the pollution agendas, and the trade-offs between managing pollution versus sustainable economic development, respectively; and (vi) field-based project evaluations in China, Egypt, and Croatia, and a regional program in Africa.

The World Bank Group’s Portfolio

The World Bank Group’s engagement in pollution is multisectoral and cross-cutting. To implement its strategies, the World Bank Group has used 534 projects, with a total commitment of US$43 billion, that “target” pollution management directly during FY04–17. These 534 projects are the primary focus of this evaluation; they include 317 World Bank investment and policy operations, 77 IFC investments, 123 IFC Advisory Services projects, and 17 MIGA guarantee projects.

In addition, the World Bank Group has ramped up its climate change portfolio by 300 percent over the evaluation period, and many climate change mitigation interventions may provide an opportunity to generate pollution abatement cobenefits and so address outdoor air pollution.
Improving the Enabling Environment

Pollution management is complex and multidimensional, with responsibilities often spread across multiple agencies and jurisdictions. The World Bank Group supports client country governments in their efforts to create or improve the enabling environment for pollution management through International Development Association / International Bank for Reconstruction and Development lending (policy and investment operations).

These interventions cover (i) capacity building for institutions handling the country’s pollution management agenda, (ii) regulations and standards setting across various pollution areas, (iii) strategy development and design of national pollution agendas, (iv) stakeholder dialogue, and (v) diagnostics. Policy operations have concentrated on creating regulatory frameworks and strategies, whereas investment operations most frequently provide institutional capacity building.

Many pollution interventions attempted to prevent or treat pollution; relatively few sought to build pollution monitoring systems. Given that (i) client countries frequently struggle to identify pollution priorities, that (ii) pollution data are often weak, and that (iii) the World Bank Group’s own support is not always well targeted toward the client country’s most serious pollution priority, this low emphasis on pollution monitoring is an important gap. The World Bank’s Pollution Management and Environmental Health Program, established in 2015, could help strengthen such support, but many of its interventions have not yet closed, so the effects are not assessed in this evaluation.

Investment and policy operations are more likely to be successful when based on high-quality diagnostic work. Resolving institutional issues and fostering interagency coordination were found to be key ingredients in policy reform.

Capacity building was the most prevalent support mechanism in investment lending; interventions were successful in 53 percent of cases. Success relies on strong multistakeholder participation that includes all relevant agencies and a strong government commitment.

Countries often grapple with setting up pollution monitoring systems that allow them to better understand and prioritize their pollution concerns. Interventions that address monitoring of pollutants have not only been relatively rare but have also tended to fail more often. Seventy percent of such interventions failed to achieve their targets, compared with half and less than a third of interventions that aim at preventing or treating pollution, respectively. Commonly cited reasons for failure were overly ambitious goals, lack of government commitment, and failure to address legal and procedural prerequisites. Yet monitoring systems and data collection remain critical for enabling policy makers to understand and make appropriate strategic decisions for pollution issues.

Despite progress in policy setting, countries struggle to enforce pollution regulations, a pattern found across country cases. Constraints to enforcement include conflict of interest of the parties involved, lack of political will, lack of incentives for local authorities to enforce regulations, and politicization of decision making.
Progress in Managing Pollution

The World Bank Group made significant progress in improving pollution management in client countries. Drivers of performance of pollution management interventions are usually sector specific.

Urban transport interventions that sought to address air pollution were relatively successful in achieving emission reduction objectives and setting up the air quality monitoring systems. But the positive effects were mostly limited to the narrow environs around the project footprint; broader, sustained environmental benefits were achieved only in projects with a comprehensive approach that included both upstream (that is, support to improve the enabling environment, including capacity or institution building) and downstream measures (that is, finance of bus rapid transit or required infrastructure).

Efforts to address pollution through solid waste management and water treatment face multiple challenges. These interventions were successful less often, depending on the ability to recover costs and institutional capacity of the municipalities in charge.

IFC’s Advisory Services have helped client companies reduce or recycle waste, increase energy or resources efficiency, or introduce renewable energy. These services were largely successful due to the high technical quality of advice provided by IFC.

A substantial share of IFC Advisory Services supporting wastewater or waste management facilitated the structuring of public-private partnerships (PPPs). These efforts often are confronted with lack of political support for private sector participation and hence frequently fail to reach commercial closure. Similarly, IFC investments in waste and wastewater utilities are challenging investments because of governments’ frequently faltering commitment to private sector involvement.

Managing the Pollution “Footprint” of World Bank Group Projects

In addition to interventions that target pollution directly, the World Bank Group uses Performance Standards and safeguard policies to control the potential negative pollution effects from its projects; that is, it manages their “pollution footprint.” This evaluation assessed the effects of these efforts on 956 IFC investments and 168 MIGA guarantee projects in pollution-intense industries (for example, chemicals, oil and gas, pulp and paper, and so on) along with 114 World Bank projects classified as posing elevated environmental risks (category A projects).

Most IFC investments and MIGA guarantee projects meet the pollution-relevant Performance Standards. However, there is room for improvement in project performance: about one-third of IFC client companies do not meet the relevant requirements of air emissions and wastewater guidelines of these Performance Standards. For a significant number of MIGA guarantee projects, sufficient information on pollution prevention implementations was not available at the time of IEG’s project-level evaluations. But for those projects where data were available, 62–75 percent of projects meet pollution prevention requirements.
The most important success factors are the commitment of the client and project enterprise to meeting pollution standards and their technical and financial capacity. Thus, IFC’s project appraisal and MIGA’s due diligence are important activities to assess the commitment and capacity of the client or project enterprise and the risks and to develop potential mitigation measures.

Although the World Bank safeguard system requires clients to take actions to avoid or minimize the effect of pollution issues generated from its projects, a lack of systematic data in core project documentation makes it difficult to assess the extent to which this system contributes to better pollution management.

The Need to Recalibrate the Approach to Fight Pollution

Over the past two decades, pollution and its effects on the poor have worsened for large parts of the world. From 1990 to 2013, premature mortality attributable to ambient particulate matter increased by 30 percent, from 2.2 million to 2.9 million deaths per year. The number of deaths caused by ambient air pollution rose continuously in all World Bank Group client Regions, except for Europe and Central Asia. In 3,000 cities around the world, particulate matter levels increased by 8 percent between 2008 and 2013, particularly in low- and middle-income regions where 98 percent of cities do not meet World Health Organization guidelines on air quality. For indoor air pollution, despite the reductions in exposure and related death rates, the total number of deaths has mostly remained stable at about 2.9 million per year as the result of overall population growth. Waste production has increased, and waste collection and disposal have not kept pace in most countries, leading to open burning of waste and uncontrolled disposal, which in turn results in air pollution and frequent leakages of toxic effluents. Only water pollution shows a moderate improvement. Between 1995 and 2015, deaths from unsafe water decreased by 34 percent in low- to upper-middle-income countries (from 1.9 million to just over 1.2 million) from improvements in water supply, despite the continuous decline in river water quality.

Yet, the World Bank Group’s efforts dedicated to fighting local and regional pollution concerns have lost relative importance, owing to the large increase in efforts to fight climate change, which grew by 300 percent during the evaluation period. This raises the question of whether the World Bank Group’s approach to fighting pollution needs recalibration.

The World Bank Group’s strengthened engagement in climate change can, however, be seen as an increase of the World Bank Group’s efforts to address ambient air pollution. Across the 804 climate change interventions during the evaluation period, this evaluation found that 45 percent of their components are likely to have cobenefits on air pollution; that is, the interventions reduce both greenhouse gases and pollution. Quantifying these cobenefits, is however, not possible, as the realization of cobenefits is highly contextual, as shown in an IEG-commissioned literature review. But to date, these climate change interventions are not designed as air pollution mitigation projects; hence they lack project monitoring systems that would track the potential decrease of primary pollutants, such as sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, or PM_{2.5}; they may also not have been designed
to optimize conventional pollution abatement. It remains unclear to what extent these climate change interventions are likely to address local pollution concerns in areas where pollution matters the most for the poor.

Looking at the composition of the portfolio of pollution-targeted World Bank Group interventions more closely, this evaluation finds that the World Bank Group has provided sustained financing for wastewater infrastructure, but has potentially missed opportunities for fighting outdoor and indoor air pollution. Interventions that explicitly address outdoor and indoor air pollution account for only 33 percent and 9 percent of all pollution-targeted interventions, respectively, while they are responsible for 42 percent and 49 percent of deaths caused by pollution in developing countries, respectively. This calls for a better balance in the World Bank Group’s portfolio, that is, one in which the World Bank Group’s response is better aligned with the damage pollution causes.

Integrating pollution into other sectoral interventions plays an important role in this context. For example, the World Bank Group’s climate change mitigation portfolio could provide an opportunity to address outdoor air pollution explicitly, helping to improve the design of interventions and build the case to clients to justify such interventions. Similarly, in the transport sector, a large share of urban transport projects (49 percent) only support the construction of roads and not public transport schemes from which one could expect pollution reduction effects.

Client Engagement through Knowledge Work and Policy Dialogue

Knowledge of the effects of pollution and the associated costs are important prerequisites for a concerted approach to fight pollution in client countries. Given its field presence and access to policy makers, the World Bank Group is in a strong position to integrate pollution into the development agenda of its client countries through its knowledge work.

However, efforts to integrate pollution concerns into countries’ development agendas often struggle. World Bank Group country strategies and partnership frameworks rarely reflect the most serious pollution concerns. Only 28 percent of World Bank Group strategies for countries that have pressing pollution concerns reference such pollution concerns consistently. Most strategy documents (56 percent) do not mention them at all, even though they all had at least one major pollution concern. In particular, outdoor and indoor air pollution are rarely covered in country strategies.

The recently introduced Systematic Country Diagnostic (SCD) tool captures pollution concerns more accurately. Fifty-seven percent of the SCDs identify all pollution concerns correctly. This raises hopes that future Country Partnership Frameworks will better reflect pollution issues.

These findings may explain why the World Bank Group overall portfolio does not reflect the most serious pollution problems. Other specific pollutants (mercury, lead, pesticides, or e-waste) have also received little attention in the World Bank Group’s portfolio.

The lack of quality data on pollution, its cost, and the cost-effectiveness of pollution abatement interventions increase the difficulty of building a case for governments to undertake pollution
abatement interventions or to borrow from the World Bank for that purpose. This suggests that the World Bank needs to scale up support for building client country pollution monitoring systems.

The World Bank’s main country-level environmental diagnostic, the Country Environmental Analysis (CEA), identifies the most serious pollution issue in a country, based on available information. While CEA cannot generate pollution data, they are instrumental in collating the information and raising awareness about them. Country cases underscore the value of CEAs in policy dialogue by lifting the visibility of pollution and assigning a monetary value to the damage caused by pollution.

Broadly, CEAs are found to be comprehensive in their advice and identification of pollution concerns but inconsistent when it comes to conducting an in-depth analysis on them.

However, CEAs have only been prepared for 42 of a total 151 active client countries, which is low compared with other sector diagnostic tools that reach many more countries. For example, the Investment Climate Assessments reach 62 countries and the Financial Sector Assessment Programs reach 142 countries. In many countries with CEAs, there is only limited uptake of their recommendations in country strategies.

### Conclusion and Recommendations

The evaluation concludes that the World Bank Group has exercised an important role in several areas related to environmental pollution, including that of a source of knowledge and policy advice. It has the potential to fulfill its role as thought leader and convener for this global public good, in line with aspirations expressed in the Forward Look. This is even more so as the evaluation found very few other global players to exercise leadership in this domain, in particular in terms of shaping the development agendas of its client countries and how these address pollution. However, to reach its full potential, the World Bank Group needs to leverage its recognized strengths and develop integrated solutions. These should help client countries address pollution issues that curb their economic growth and undermine the health of their people.

To do so, the evaluation recommends the following five actions in a sequential manner. The recommendations, listed in order, address the underlying issues.

Recommendation 1 addresses the lack of capacity to generate data on pollution, the root cause of many issues identified in this report, including the lack of awareness about pollution and its effect on people and economic growth. These capacities will be essential for client countries aiming to meet their commitment under the Paris Agreement. It also reinforces the findings and recommendations of IEG’s evaluation on data for development. Recommendation 2 suggests strengthening the World Bank’s analytical work and policy advice. It relies on the implementation of recommendation 1—at least partially—as the World Bank’s analytical work does not typically generate pollution data itself but relies on existing country data. Recommendation 3 calls for scaling up and recalibrating the World Bank’s portfolio of interventions to manage pollution. This, again, will be facilitated, by the implementation of the preceding recommendations 1 and 2. The interest of client countries
to borrow from the World Bank to manage pollution is likely to be spurred by policy dialogue that explains the economic downsides of pollution. Leveraging the World Bank Group's climate change mitigation portfolio to better combat air pollution is an important part of scaling up the World Bank’s pollution portfolio and is hence addressed in recommendation 4. Recommendation 5 addresses the need to provide capacity to private sector clients to better enable them to meet IFC’s Performance Standards.

**Recommendation 1:** Strengthen the World Bank’s efforts, including through technical assistance and capacity and institutional building, to develop client country pollution measurement and monitoring systems, especially in countries where such capacity is low. These systems should provide quality data in a transparent and systematic manner and effectively contribute to informing policy makers and the public about pollution priorities, recognizing that efforts to build such monitoring systems are likely to require initial trust fund support, as some client countries may be unable or unwilling to borrow for such purposes.

**Recommendation 2:** Strengthen the World Bank’s country analytical work on pollution, in particular such analytical work that allows countries to prioritize their pollution concerns based on a country-wide and comprehensive assessment, and deploy such analytical work to cover more countries and target countries more strategically. Ensure more consistent quality of this work. This broader coverage will likely require a dedicated funding for such analytical work and involve a more strategic use of country-level analytical work that prioritizes countries with the greatest health benefits from pollution control. It will also require a more comprehensive integration of the identified pollution priorities in the SCDs and subsequent country strategies.

**Recommendation 3:** Intensify efforts to scale up and recalibrate the World Bank’s efforts in pollution management to address the most important pollution priorities. In doing so, the specific circumstances of the poor and their exposure to pollution should be considered, including outdoor and indoor air pollution as well as specific pollution threats (for example, lead, mercury, pesticides, chromium, or e-waste) when warranted by their potential harm. Integrating pollution aspects more systematically into other sectors, for example, urban transport and energy, would be part of such an approach.

**Recommendation 4:** Leverage the World Bank Group’s climate change portfolio to better combat local and regional air pollution and other applicable forms of pollution. This will require designing future climate change mitigation interventions (including, for example, investments, lending, policy and Advisory Services and Analytics (ASA) work and advisory services) so that they address local and regional air pollution issues.

**Recommendation 5:** For clients that lack the required knowledge, IFC should strengthen their support to help these clients to better comply with Performance Standards on pollution by offering advisory services. Building on the successful experience of advisory services in energy and resources efficiency, this will require offering such services to those IFC investment clients that lack the technical capacity to meet these standards.
MANAGEMENT OF THE WORLD BANK GROUP INSTITUTIONS thanks the Independent Evaluation Group (IEG) for its valuable and informative evaluation report, Toward a Clean World for All: An IEG Evaluation of the World Bank Group’s Support to Pollution Management. Management appreciates the recognition of the significant progress made by the World Bank Group in improving pollution management in client countries, noting that the key drivers of successful pollution management interventions are usually sector specific. The report acknowledges that pollution management is complex and multidimensional: countries often grapple with setting up pollution monitoring systems that allow them to better understand and prioritize their pollution concerns, and struggle to enforce pollution regulations. The report also highlights the disproportionate burden of the impacts of pollution on poor people in developing countries and notes that the magnitude of the World Bank Group’s pollution-targeted engagement has not kept pace with increasing global pollution levels, notably air pollution, a leading cause of deaths from pollution. On the other hand, it recognizes the significant positive spillover effects on air pollution generated by the World Bank Group’s strengthened engagement in climate change mitigation and that this can be considered as an increase in the World Bank Group’s efforts to address air pollution.

Overall, Management concurs with the report’s main findings and conclusions, which provide useful guidance on how to increase the effectiveness of the World Bank Group’s pollution management operations and engagements. The report lauded the World Bank Group’s efforts to integrate work on pollution with the development agenda of client countries through policy dialogue and diagnostic work. At the same time, the report pointed out the need for stronger and complementary efforts by the World Bank Group to support client countries in developing pollution measurement and monitoring systems, especially in countries where such capacity is low.

World Bank Management Comments

Air pollution has a direct impact on broader development outcomes. The report notes that interventions in pollution management, although challenging, are desperately needed as human-made pollution has a direct impact on broader development outcomes. Management appreciates the report’s emphasis on the importance of fighting pollution and its acknowledgement of the centrality of progress on this front to the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the 2030 Agenda. Addressing pollution is indispensable to meet Goal 12 to ensure sustainable production and consumption, and 10 other SDGs, which indicate how interlinked the
issue of pollution is with many other aspects of the development agenda. From an institutional perspective, the report further notes that a “clean world” with “low pollution and low emission” is an explicit strategic objective of the World Bank Group’s environmental strategy for 2012–22, “Toward a Green, Clean and Resilient World for All.” We also highlight the fact that the new Environmental and Social Framework (which will become effective in late 2018) places a stronger emphasis on pollution management and cleaner production, through the dedication of the Environmental and Social Standard (ESS3) to “Resource Efficiency and Pollution Prevention Management.”

Emphasis on air pollution is important, but other types of pollution should also be addressed. The IEG report assesses the effectiveness of the World Bank Group’s engagement in air pollution management in particular. This emphasis is understandable, given the increasing impact of air pollution on health outcomes in client countries. However, the report’s findings should be complemented by a comprehensive evaluation of the World Bank’s support to pollution management more broadly to take into account its efforts to address other types of pollution, such as water and land pollution. Moreover, pollution problems associated with exposure to toxic substances, including heavy metals and pesticides, are also critical to examine. Lead exposure has a significant impact on child development, resulting in a loss of lifetime earning potential in developing countries, estimated at $977 billion annually. An impact of this magnitude warrants greater consideration.

The report notes that strong government support and commitment are key ingredients for success in addressing pollution, both through policy actions and investment interventions. Pollution management operations typically entail a number of complexities, notably that pollution management is multifaceted and that it takes a long time—often decades—to reduce pollution to acceptable levels. Furthermore, the data needed to fully comprehend the extent of pollution problems and determine the most efficient approaches to pollution management is only partially available at the start of intervention programs. In addition, although pollution may be a severe problem, in countries with limited capacity and resources it must also compete with, and is often crowded out by, other development priorities for limited World Bank Group program resources. Consequently, an effective and efficient pollution management program should acknowledge these problems and would require strong government support to take specific actions. Such action could include the deployment of a variety of instruments to improve the enabling environment for pollution management in addition to technical interventions and sound underlying analytical work.

The report provides a good assessment of how the World Bank Group exercises its convening power at the international level to draw attention to pollution issues and advance the policy-making agenda, by acting as a knowledge broker and through partnerships and standard setting. At the country level, the World Bank Group’s convening power assists clients in establishing a national pollution agenda and integrating pollution management into country portfolios through various tools and services. These tools include diagnostic work such as Systematic Country Diagnostics (SCDs), the Country Environmental Analysis (CEA), and Policy Strategic Environmental Assessments, and the World Bank Group’s Country Partnership Frameworks. The report highlights the value-added of the World Bank Group’s field presence and access to policy makers, which places it in a strong position to boost the priority accorded to pollution in countries’ development agenda. At the same time, the report also
emphasizes that to reach its full potential, the World Bank Group needs to leverage its recognized strengths and develop integrated solutions.

Development of client countries’ capacity in pollution measurement and monitoring is critical. Management is committed to strengthening clients’ pollution measurement and ground-level monitoring systems. Management also recognizes the importance of ensuring that such data is reliable and of adequate quality to support the identification of environmental priorities and economically efficient interventions to address them, and for gauging progress in improving environmental quality. The existing challenges vary substantially across countries, with a number of countries having basic pollution monitoring systems already in place, developed by the relevant ministries. Government ownership is essential to ensure that such systems function effectively and fully at the national level, and that adequate equipment, human resources, monitoring infrastructure, and institutional and regulatory frameworks are in place. Moreover, the processes involved in putting such elements in place are time-intensive and require strong coordination and client ownership. In many developing countries, the support provided for monitoring and measurement in earlier pollution management projects is not sustained due to lack of technical capacity of the relevant agencies, underscoring the need to build policy and technical capacity to ensure enforcement of regulations.

Country-based analytical work on pollution can be widely applicable. Management agrees with the recommendation to strengthen analytical work on pollution more broadly and strategically, and to ensure uniformity of the quality of such work. Experiences from multiple client countries demonstrate the crucial role of such analytical work in building solid engagement with client countries on pollution management, including not only through CEAs, but also with Policy-level Strategic Environmental Assessments, Policy Notes, and other Advisory Services and Analytics (ASA) aimed at identifying pollution priorities and proposing interventions to address these priorities. Furthermore, the World Bank’s analytical work has informed development operations financed by other institutions. In countries such as Bangladesh, China, Colombia, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Peru, Arab Republic of Egypt, Pakistan, Mexico, and Vietnam, findings from World Bank–financed analytical work have underpinned pollution management interventions at both the national and subnational levels, including policy, investment, and capacity-building operations. These countries have adopted recommendations related to consolidating environmental aspects in the productive sectors and strengthening pollution management, both with and without the World Bank’s direct support.

The report recognized improvements in capturing pollution concerns in country diagnostics through the SCD. Fifty-seven percent of the SCDs reviewed in the report correctly identified pollution concerns, informing a dialogue with country authorities on development priorities and preparation of Country Partnership Frameworks. Government ownership and stable funding are critical prerequisites for conducting comprehensive and high-quality analytical work in a sustained manner. World Bank Group–funded operations often support the preparation of analytical work, particularly in countries with low capacity and low resources, and where addressing environmental quality is often crowded out by other competing development priorities and limited funding. Government
commitment is also important in addressing environmental priorities such as household air pollution, which mostly affects poor families that depend on burning biomass fuels to meet their energy needs, but tend to have low visibility in World Bank Group–supported operations.

Addressing the most important pollution concerns remains a top priority. Management is committed to scaling up and recalibrating its efforts in pollution management to address the most compelling pollution priorities. The report discusses some of the imbalances in the portfolio in this context, although additional reasons underpinning the gaps observed could be discussed further. The report’s findings could also facilitate the formulation of lessons that would be useful in recalibrating the portfolio. World Bank Group–funded projects in Bangladesh, Colombia, Chile, China, Lao PDR, Mexico, Morocco, Peru, Thailand, and Vietnam have supported policies aimed at reducing pollution and have produced tangible health benefits for people of all backgrounds. The World Bank has consistently designed its pollution management programs and projects in a structured and integrated manner, relying on one or all of the three prongs: (i) strengthening command-and-control (through supporting the national or subnational environmental agencies); (ii) creating market-based instruments to support commercial banks supporting industries to achieve environmental compliance; and (iii) engaging civil society through empowering the public sector to communicate their demands for a cleaner environment. In so doing, the World Bank has successfully supported commercial banks in a few countries to create a “green” line of business. In addition, in 2014, the World Bank established a Multi-Donor Trust Fund for Pollution Management and Environmental Health to promote more systematic and effective responses to deadly and costly air pollution in selected countries, including China, Egypt, Nigeria, South Africa, and Vietnam. While the World Bank Group is able to support countries in addressing the most important pollution concerns through knowledge, technical assistance, and lending, government commitment to tackling pollution management as a matter of priority will remain crucial for success. As the World Bank continues to scale up and recalibrate efforts in pollution management, suitable indicators will need to be developed to measure progress on this front.

The climate change portfolio could be further refined. Management recognizes that the World Bank is well positioned to build more synergies between efforts to fight pollution and tackle climate change. Rather than viewing mitigation of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as an entry point to fighting air pollution, Management is committed to supporting the reduction of air pollution using technologies and instruments that often are much less costly than some GHG mitigation interventions. In this context, the World Bank Group’s efforts to increase synergies between GHG mitigation and air pollution would include supporting energy efficiency, proper management of methane and other GHG emissions from landfills, and water pollution control and wastewater treatment activities. The World Bank has supported the governments of Chile, Mexico, and Colombia in adopting carbon taxes, which maximize synergies between air pollution management and climate change mitigation. Additional interventions by the government of Mexico include the establishment of baselines for GHG emissions for the gas and petrochemical sectors, and a roadmap to reduce black carbon to meet Mexico’s Nationally Determined Contribution.
IFC Management Comments

IFC Management would like to thank IEG for its evaluation of the World Bank Group’s support to pollution management. IFC Management commends the IEG team for a thorough process, including extensive consultations and peer reviews, which led to a detailed, well-written, and thoughtful report. The report pulled together an extensive set of data points and information. Lumping, analyzing and synthesizing information on pollution across investment and advisory programs is a challenging task. The outcomes of the review are interesting, the recommendations are clearly articulated, and IFC Management will take findings of the evaluation into consideration.

Environmental and social sustainability is critical to the success of private sector businesses, and for their customers, surrounding communities, other stakeholders, and the environment. As rightly pointed out in the report, IFC’s direct contribution to pollution management is the result of different areas of business: (i) investments in projects targeting pollution management, such as water and sanitation and waste management; (ii) investments in pollution-intense sectors with the implementation of management and mitigation measures, based on the adoption of IFC’s environmental, social and corporate governance policies, guidelines, and tools; (iii) climate-related projects; and (iv) advice in public-private partnerships (PPPs) helping national and municipal governments partner with the private sector to improve infrastructure implementing good international practice and Environmental & Social (E&S) management. Indirectly, IFC’s Performance Standards and Environmental, Health, and Safety (EHS) Guidelines are widely adopted as market standards, which are nowadays embedded in operational policies by corporations, investors, financial intermediaries, stock exchanges, regulators, and countries. This helps emerging markets raise their pollution management standards and level the playing field. IFC Management is pleased to see that the report acknowledges the leading role of IFC in setting and keeping up to date the EHS Guidelines for a large set of sectors. IFC believes that the implementation of Performance Standards 2012 and the stronger emphasis on the EHS Guidelines is already having a greater positive effect on pollution management than Performance Standards 2006, which were adopted for the projects included in the IEG’s evaluation.

IFC Management shares the concern that political opposition or limited political support are factors impacting on success of wastewater and solid waste treatment and disposal PPPs. One of the primary causes of the limited political support to the implementation of wastewater and solid waste treatment and disposal PPPs is the perceived lack of affordability of the service fees. This has an impact on IFC’s capacity to provide advice on the development of pollution abatement infrastructure and to mobilize private sector capital for this purpose. IFC also supports IEG’s observation that tariff schemes and governments’ reluctance for both political and social considerations to raise fees affect project performance and challenge operational sustainability of projects and operating agencies. This may be an area World Bank, IFC, and MIGA could work together to develop a set of financial and contractual instruments to improve the affordability of pollution abatement infrastructure PPPs and present gradual tariff increase plans.

IFC notes that, while the report uses the terms “Climate Change Portfolio” and “Climate Change Projects”, in practice IFC does not have a climate portfolio—what exists is a portfolio of projects.
where a share (or one component) of the finance is considered a climate cobenefit. It is only in the cases of Renewable Energy or Green Buildings and some ad-hoc schemes that qualify as 100 percent climate related. In this sense, counting projects may not be the right indicator if we want to measure or compare progress, as many projects may have only minor components for pollution abatement or climate action. As the World Bank Group follows the Joint Multilateral Development Bank Methodology for Climate Finance Tracking, which is based on a follow-the-money approach, only the specific component that delivers climate benefits is counted as climate financing. IFC believes a similar approach could be considered to identify and track pollution related components in projects. Based on the above, and to be consistent with the metrics used to assess progress on World Bank Group climate targets, IFC suggests that a useful exercise would be to look at finance volumes to see the penetration of pollution abatement practices in the World Bank Group portfolio. This would require metrics to identify components, such as capex for vapor recovery systems, within each project and then count the amount of finance that it is specifically deployed for pollution abatement.

IFC Management is pleased that IEG’s evaluation concluded that IFC’s Advisory Services projects aimed at enhancing resources and energy efficiency with a pollution focus were largely successful. IFC has been making significant efforts to develop a largely successful program deploying knowledge and expertise in service delivery to achieve positive outcomes with efficiency savings and cleaner productions, and including training and capacity building.

The report’s main conclusions and recommendations are well defined and IFC is broadly aligned with them. Recommendation 5 is about increased advisory work on pollution related issues. This is consistent with IFC’s strategy, which has strong emphasis on enhanced client support, strategic advisory, and getting the clients to make necessary funding available for pollution management. IFC Environmental and Social Specialists directly support clients as part of the enhanced supervision of projects and via advisory work, including the development of tools and services to support clients with applying the Performance Standards. A Strategic Advisory Program has been launched and is under full development. Further work is ongoing to provide technical resources and flexible support to help address unexpected E&S challenges faced by IFC clients that are beyond the client’s ability or responsibility to address on their own. As appropriate, IFC is also looking for opportunities to work upstream to address E&S constraints that impact multiple potential IFC clients, such as cumulative impacts mitigation and management on an airshed or a watershed.

**MIGA Management Comments**

**Useful report with important findings.** Overall, MIGA finds the IEG evaluation report useful and important. The evaluation assesses the World Bank Group’s effectiveness in addressing pollution concerns in client countries through direct (targeted) and indirect (use of safeguards and performance standards) interventions. Despite data limitations, the evaluation offers good insights into the MIGA experience regarding support for pollution management through its guarantee projects.
MIGA’s experience with pollution prevention implementation. The evaluation states that for a significant number of MIGA guarantee projects, sufficient information on pollution prevention implementation was not available at the time of IEG’s project level evaluations. However, MIGA notes: (i) only a small number of MIGA guarantee projects were reviewed, making it difficult to apply broad conclusions to the entire portfolio; and (ii) more than 70 percent of its portfolio has reporting requirements through annual monitoring reports, with a specific section on Performance Standard 3 (if applicable). Also, if projects are not in compliance with the EHS Guidelines with respect to emissions at approval, they are given a definite timeframe to bring them into compliance, failing which MIGA has the option to cancel the guarantee. The compliance timeframe given to projects varies across sectors and therefore, may not match the early operating maturity criteria used for project evaluations, typically three years past Board approval.

MIGA also notes that the finding of lack of “sufficient” information is more of a comment on quality of information—which has now been addressed by MIGA with the introduction of the 2013 Environmental and Social Sustainability Policy and the 2014 Environmental and Social Review Procedures, which require annual monitoring reports from project enterprises and monitoring site visits by MIGA E&S specialists. In addition, MIGA notes from the IEG evaluation that for those projects where data were available, 62–75 percent of projects met pollution prevention requirements.

Addressing pollution through MIGA guarantee projects. In its discussion on addressing pollution through private sector projects supported by MIGA, the evaluation report states that the most important success factor is the project enterprise commitment and technical and financial capacity in managing pollution associated with its operations. MIGA fully agrees with this assessment as well as with the report’s finding that MIGA’s due diligence is important for assessing the commitment and capacity of the project enterprise and for identifying risks and developing potential mitigation measures. MIGA also agrees with the report’s finding that MIGA’s engagement and communication with the project enterprise throughout the entire process improves its commitment and capacity, and projects are more successful.

Improving leverage through guarantee contracts. The evaluation report states that in all successful projects, MIGA fully includes environmental and social requirements in the Contract of Guarantee (CoG) for the guarantee holder and project enterprise to legally commit to meet pollution-relevant requirements. MIGA also fully agrees with the assessment and notes that MIGA uses conditions precedent in some instances as leverage to ensure that some actions are met before the CoG is signed.

Improved data monitoring to show the need and efficacy of pollution interventions

**IEG FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS** Data on pollution are not available in a systematic manner for the major types of pollutants. For ambient air pollution, data availability varies drastically, with only 39 cities located in only 10 countries in Sub-Saharan Africa having data. The World Health Organization’s own map of locations of air quality monitoring stations reveals large blank areas across the globe. There are only 55 countries with data on all aspects of wastewater treatment.

Within the World Bank’s portfolio targeting pollution management, relatively few interventions sought to build pollution monitoring systems. Yet, the lack of quality data on pollution, its cost, and the cost-effectiveness of pollution abatement interventions increases the difficulty of building a case for governments to undertake pollution abatement interventions or borrow from the World Bank for this purpose. This suggests that the World Bank needs to scale up support for building client country pollution monitoring systems. The Pollution Management and Environmental Health (PMEH) program, established in 2015, could contribute to this scale up, but its time-bound operation raises questions of sustainability for such efforts.

**IEG RECOMMENDATIONS** Recommendation 1: Strengthen World Bank’s efforts, including through technical assistance and capacity and institutional building, to develop client country pollution measurement and monitoring systems, especially in countries where such capacity is low. These systems should provide quality data in a transparent and systematic manner and effectively contribute to informing policy makers and the public about pollution priorities, recognizing that efforts to build such monitoring systems are likely to require initial trust fund support, as some client countries may be unable or unwilling to borrow for such purposes.

**ACCEPTANCE BY MANAGEMENT** Agree

**MANAGEMENT RESPONSE** Management is committed to strengthening client countries’ pollution measurement and ground-level monitoring systems. Effective functioning of such systems requires adequate equipment, human resources, updated monitoring infrastructure, and institutional and regulatory frameworks. The process of setting up a conducive environment is time-intensive and requires strong coordination and client ownership. In many developing countries, the support provided for monitoring and measurement in earlier pollution management projects is not sustained due to the lack of technical capacity of the relevant agencies. The recommendation is welcome to enhance the focus on building capacity for the enforcement of regulations and the technical capacity of regulators.
The Country Environmental Analysis can help countries prioritize and act on pollution concerns

IEG FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS Knowledge of the effects of pollution and the associated costs are important prerequisites for a concerted approach to fight pollution in client countries. The World Bank’s main country-level environmental diagnostic, the Country Environmental Analysis (CEA), is instrumental in preparing the knowledge base on pollution issues in general, raising awareness about pollution priorities and prioritizing them so policy makers can act on them. CEAs were found to be comprehensive in their advice and identification of pollution concerns, but inconsistent when it comes to conducting an in-depth analysis on the identified pollution concerns. Most important though, CEAs have only been prepared for 42 of a total 151 active client countries, likely because of funding constraints, and the preparation of CEAs is not necessarily focused on countries with poorer environmental performance. In the relatively few countries where CEAs are prepared, uptake of their recommendations in country strategies is limited.

IEG RECOMMENDATIONS Recommendation 2: Strengthen the World Bank’s country analytical work on pollution, in particular such analytical work that allows countries to prioritize their pollution concerns based on a country-wide and comprehensive assessment, and deploy such analytical work to cover more countries and target countries more strategically. Ensure more consistent quality of this work. This broader coverage will likely require a dedicated funding for such analytical work and involve a more strategic use of country-level analytical work that prioritizes countries with the greatest health benefits from pollution control. It will also require a more comprehensive integration of the identified pollution priorities in the SCDs and subsequent country strategies.

ACCEPTANCE BY MANAGEMENT Agree

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE Management supports the report’s recommendation to strengthen analytical work on pollution more broadly and strategically. Experiences from multiple client countries demonstrate the crucial role of analytical work in building solid engagement with client countries on pollution management, including not only CEAs, but also Policy-level Strategic Environmental Assessment, Policy Notes and other ASAs aimed at identifying pollution priorities and proposing interventions to address them. Management is committed to conducting analytical work that can catalyze pollution control interventions. Such work has been conducted for example in Bangladesh, China, Colombia, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Peru, Mexico, Egypt, Macedonia, Pakistan, and Vietnam. In many of these countries, findings from World Bank–financed analytical work have underpinned pollution management interventions at both the national and subnational levels, including policy, investment, and capacity-building operations. Furthermore, many countries have also adopted recommendations derived from the analytical work related to consolidating environmental aspects in the productive sectors and strengthening pollution management, with and without the World Bank’s direct support. The need for strong client ownership is particularly evident in those countries with limited capacity and resources. In such countries, the findings of analytical work have not been carried forward through World Bank-financed operations due to competition from other development priorities and constraints on available World Bank Group resources.
Air pollution: higher mortality among the poor

**IEG FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS** Over the past two decades, pollution and its effects on the poor have worsened for much of the world. Yet, the World Bank’s (as well as the World Bank Group’s) efforts dedicated to fighting local and regional pollution concerns have lost relative importance in the overall portfolio.

Looking at the composition of the portfolio of pollution-targeted World Bank interventions more closely, this evaluation finds that the World Bank has provided sustained financing for wastewater infrastructure but has potentially missed opportunities for fighting outdoor and indoor air pollution even though these two types of pollution are responsible for a higher share of deaths than unsafe water. The recently increased efforts to support client countries in managing outdoor air pollution, including through the PMEH program, need to be further scaled up. Other specific pollutants (mercury, lead, pesticides, e-waste, and so on) have also received little attention in the portfolio, despite the suffering of several million people from exposure and related health effects.

**IEG RECOMMENDATIONS** Recommendation 3: Intensify efforts to scale up and recalibrate the World Bank’s efforts in pollution management to address the most important pollution priorities. In doing so, the specific circumstances of the poor and their exposure to pollution should be considered, including outdoor and indoor air pollution as well as specific pollution threats (for example, lead, mercury, pesticides, chromium or e-waste) when warranted by their potential harm. Integrating pollution aspects more systematically into other sectors, for example, urban transport and energy, would be part of such an approach.

**ACCEPTANCE BY MANAGEMENT** Agree

**MANAGEMENT RESPONSE** Management is committed to scaling up and recalibrating its efforts in pollution management to address the most compelling pollution priorities. For example, in recent years, policies aimed at reducing pollution in Bangladesh, Colombia, China, Lao PDR, Mexico, Morocco, Peru, Zambia, and Vietnam have produced tangible health benefits for people of all backgrounds.
Leveraging climate mitigation to address air pollution

IEG FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS World Bank Group’s interventions that explicitly address outdoor air pollution are not commensurate with the damage this form of pollution causes. Air pollution interventions account for only 33 percent of all pollution-targeted interventions, while they are responsible for 42 percent of deaths caused by pollution in developing countries. However, the World Bank Group’s rising engagement in climate change mitigation can also be considered an increase in the World Bank Group’s efforts to address local air pollution. Across the 804 climate change interventions approved during the evaluation period, this evaluation found that 45 percent of their components are likely to have cobenefits on air pollution. But to date, these climate change interventions are not designed as air pollution mitigation projects; hence they lack project monitoring systems that would track the potential decrease of primary pollutants, such as sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, or PM2.5. They may also not have been designed to optimize conventional pollution abatement. And it remains unclear to what extent they are likely to address local pollution concerns in areas where pollution matters the most for the poor. Emphasizing the pollution abatement cobenefits of climate change mitigation interventions could also help to build the case to governments for such activities.

IEG RECOMMENDATIONS Recommendation 4: Leverage the World Bank Group’s climate change portfolio to better combat local and regional air pollution and other applicable forms of pollution. This will require designing future climate change mitigation interventions (including, for example, investments, lending, policy and ASA work and advisory services) so that they address local and regional air pollution issues.

ACCEPTANCE BY MANAGEMENT Agree

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE Management recognizes that the WBG is well positioned to build more synergies between efforts to fight pollution and tackle climate change. Rather than viewing mitigation of GHG emissions as an entry point to fighting air pollution, Management is committed to supporting the reduction of air pollution using technologies and instruments that often are much less costly than some of the GHG mitigation interventions. Management underscores the need to bolster coordination between air pollution and GHG mitigation, including through strong support for energy efficiency to attack both.

In addition, Management is committed to strengthening linkages between climate change mitigation, water pollution control and wastewater treatment and integrated waste management, including municipal solid waste disposal. For example, management of methane emissions from landfills contributes to improving air quality and reducing GHG emissions.
Helping private sector clients meet Performance Standards

IEG FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS Most International Finance Corporation (IFC) investments and Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency guarantee projects meet the pollution-relevant Performance Standards. However, there is room for improvement in project performance as about one-third of IFC client companies do not meet the relevant requirements of air emissions and wastewater guidelines. One of the most important factors for clients that successfully meet standards are their technical capacity for pollution management. IFC Advisory Services have often been used to successfully raise client technical capacity on pollution, these services could be deliberately targeted toward clients that struggle to meet Performance Standards.

IEG RECOMMENDATIONS Recommendation 5: For clients that lack the required knowledge, IFC should strengthen their support to help these clients to better comply with Performance Standards on pollution by offering advisory services. Building on the successful experience of advisory services in energy and resources efficiency, this will require offering such services to those IFC investment clients that lack the technical capacity to meet these standards.

ACCEPTANCE BY MANAGEMENT Agree

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE Recommendation 5 is consistent with IFC strategy which has strong emphasis on enhanced client support, strategic advisory work, and getting the clients to make necessary funding available for pollution management. IFC E&S Specialists directly support clients as part of the enhanced supervision of projects and via advisory work, including the development of tools and services to support clients with applying the Performance Standards. A Strategic Advisory Program has been launched and is under full development. Further work is ongoing to provide technical resources and flexible support to help address unexpected E&S challenges faced by IFC clients that are beyond the client’s ability or responsibility to address on their own. As appropriate, IFC is also looking for opportunities to work upstream to address E&S constraints that impact multiple potential IFC clients, such as cumulative impacts mitigation and management on an airshed or a watershed.
The Sub-Committee of the Committee on Development Effectiveness met to consider the document entitled *Toward a Clean World for All—An IEG Evaluation of the World Bank Group’s Support to Pollution Management* and the draft response by Management of the World Bank Group Institutions.

The Sub-Committee welcomed the report and commended IEG for a timely and comprehensive assessment, particularly given the recent Lancet Commission Report on Pollution and Health, which also highlights the severity of pollution and its effects on mortality, productivity losses, and health care spending. Members were pleased to learn that Management concurred and was fully committed to implement IEG’s recommendations.

Members highlighted the benefits of cost-benefit analysis of pollution management, and urged Management to extend the reach of country analytics through environmental diagnostics and to mainstream pollution in the Systematic Country Diagnostic in a more systematic way. They encouraged Management to assist client countries strengthen their pollution measurement and monitoring systems. Some members underscored the important role that the World Bank Group can play in strengthening the capacities of agencies at the country and local levels tasked with enforcing compliance with local regulations.

Members also highlighted the need to intensify efforts to scale up and recalibrate the World Bank’s pollution portfolio. A member suggested that going forward, climate change projects incorporate pollution abatement and related result metrics. They agreed that resources will need to be raised and prioritized for this work. They highlighted the role that the private sector could have on pollution management, called for additional collaboration and coordination—both internal to the World Bank Group and with other partners—and asked to further evaluate the links between pollution and gender.
Introduction: Pollution and Development

1 High growth rates in many developing countries have helped reduce poverty but have also given rise to high levels of pollution.

2 The effects of pollution are overwhelmingly felt in developing countries, dwarfing major health care concerns such as human immunodeficiency virus / acquired immune deficiency syndrome; but pollution imposes also substantial economic costs, frequently in the range of 4–5 percent of a country’s gross domestic product.

3 This evaluation is the first comprehensive assessment of World Bank Group’s efforts on pollution management and focuses on the most serious pollution phenomena in poor countries: indoor and outdoor air pollution, water pollution, waste management, and toxic substances.
Introduction

Why Pollution Matters: A Rationale for World Bank Group Support

POLLUTION IS A BY-PRODUCT OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY with real health and welfare impacts. Transport and industrial activities create air pollution in the form of particulate matter, nitrogen oxides, or sulfur dioxide; generate wastewater that, if left untreated, pollutes freshwater resources; and produce solid waste. Even cooking in poor families’ households produces indoor air pollution, because burning wood or charcoal causes health-damaging pollutants such as fine particles and carbon monoxide. The challenge many developing countries face is managing the levels of pollution through policy making and investments in the needed infrastructure to keep pollution levels low and minimize their health and welfare costs.

Many developing countries have experienced high economic growth in recent decades, which is accompanied by poverty reduction but gives rise to high levels of pollution. Economic growth has been coupled with population growth, increasing urbanization, motorization of traffic, and vehicle use, and causing a gradual shift toward more industrialized economies. At the same time, the provision of basic infrastructure for waste collection and disposal, wastewater treatment, and public transport has not kept pace. Thus, many developing countries suffer from worsening pollution—and will continue to do so. The economic growth up to 2030 will take place primarily in developing countries, with serious environmental implications, particularly regarding air and freshwater pollution (OECD 2008a).

Pollution takes an enormous toll in developing countries, dwarfing the effects from major health care concerns such as the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS). Its death toll exceeds by far that of road traffic accidents. Approximately 9 million people are estimated to die from pollution, mostly young children (1.7 million) and older people (4.9 million) (Landrigan and Fuller 2016; Gurjar et al. 2010). Ninety-four percent, or 8.4 million, of the 9 million deaths caused each year by pollution occur in lower-middle-income countries (Landrigan and Fuller 2016). Healthy life years lost from pollution in developing countries amount to 15 times that of developed countries. Within developing countries, the poor are hit particularly hard, as outlined in box 1.1.

Pollution imposes substantial economic costs, frequently in the range of 4–5 percent of a country’s gross domestic product—often higher than official development assistance received which amounts to around plus or minus 1 percent of gross domestic product. Diseases caused by pollution increase health costs and inflict an unnecessary load on health care delivery. This diverts scarce resources from essential prevention programs (Landrigan and Fuller 2014).

A Rationale for World Bank Group Support

The challenge is managing the levels of pollution through policies and investments that keep them reasonably low and minimize their health and welfare costs. Handling the tension between
Box 1.1 | Pollution and the Poor

The poor are hit particularly hard by pollution based on several factors, including exposure to pollution and lack of access to pollution mitigation measures. Poor people live in areas with the worst environmental conditions—for example, informal settlements lack access to clean water, sewerage, or waste disposal and are close to solid waste dumps or open waste burning sites, which contribute to ambient air pollution. The poor also rely often on wood or charcoal for cooking, exposing them to dangerous levels of household air pollution.

In the world’s poorest countries, the predominant forms of pollution are indoor or household air pollution, ambient air pollution, and contaminated drinking water (figure B1.1.1). In addition, the poor suffer from contamination by waste and toxic substances. About 3.5 million people suffer from mercury-related health effects. Lead pollution affects about 2.2 million (including agricultural workers and pesticide traders and handlers), and chromium from leather tanning about 1.8 million.


Note: Note that for toxic substances, data are exposure figures; hence, they are not visualized in the figure.
Box 1.2 | Enabling Factors and Policies to Manage Pollution

**Awareness of the magnitude of pollution and its effects.** Addressing pollution requires international, national government, and public awareness about pollution, its severity, and associated costs.

**Understanding the cost of solutions.** Awareness needs to be combined with a better understanding of solutions. Pollution cleanup and prevention are not necessarily prohibitively expensive. Affordable, low-cost solutions, including simply breaking exposure pathways, often exist, for example, in indoor air pollution, where better ventilation can decrease risk by up to 70 percent.

**Strategic prioritization as part of the development agenda.** To operationalize the fight against pollution, countries require an agreed-on overall development agenda that prioritizes combating pollution as part of their broader development pathway.

**Sufficient institutional capacity along with adequate technical and financial resources.** Developing countries face many competing priorities and limited budgets with which to address pollution problems, aggravated by institutional weaknesses, fragmentation of the pollution agenda across several agencies, and lack of technical competence and human resources. Technical and financial support is needed to improve the required infrastructure to address pollution, coupled with efforts to boost institutional capacity.

**Regulation and effective enforcement.** Unregulated markets can result in excessive pollution. The cost of pollution is mostly not reflected in a company’s accounting practice and hence not reflected in the prices that consumers pay for these goods. Long-term policy frameworks that allow environmental costs to be priced into economic activities (for example, through green taxes and tradable permits or regulation, or the elimination of fuel subsidies) are required to make green technologies cost-competitive and provide business with the know-how and incentives to innovate products and production processes. But even where regulations do exist, countries still need to have the capacity to enforce these standards and regulations.


Through its range of tools and services, including project investments, policy operations, and advisory services, the World Bank Group can help establish these enablers and design the right set of policies in its client countries to allow them to learn from those countries that have successfully tackled their pollution problems.6
Motivation for the Evaluation

The importance of fighting pollution is confirmed by the recently adopted Sustainable Development Goals. In 2015, the global community’s goalposts were revised, and 17 new Sustainable Development Goals were adopted. Primarily anchored in goal 12: Ensuring Sustainable Production and Consumption, pollution is referenced by 10 of these goals. Yet environmental pollution has received less than 0.5 percent of global development spending (Landrigan and Fuller 2016).

A “clean world” with “low pollution and low emissions” is an explicit strategic objective of the World Bank Group, per its latest environmental strategy of 2012, Toward a Green, Clean, and Resilient World for All (World Bank 2012b). But addressing pollution issues is not a new priority of the organization. Over the past 12 years, FY04–17, the World Bank Group approved 534 pollution-relevant activities, accounting for approximately US$43 billion in commitments.

This evaluation is the first comprehensive assessment by IEG of pollution management efforts and is central to its work program. To date, the aggregated effectiveness of these 534 interventions has not yet been evaluated. This study is the first stock-taking exercise focusing on those pollution phenomena that affect poor countries the most, that is, air and water pollution and waste. With this focus and in taking a cross-sectoral approach, the evaluation complements IEG’s evaluations on urban transport and on water supply and sanitation (World Bank 2017b and 2017e). It comes timely, after a period in which climate change attracted considerable attention and alarming reports by leading health agencies, including the World Health Organization (WHO), reached the development community about the widespread lethal effects of pollution. This evaluation is also central to the IEG strategic engagement area of environmental sustainability. This report will deepen evidence about the implementation and results of World Bank Group activities directly and indirectly aimed at encouraging environmental sustainability while promoting inclusive growth and poverty reduction.

Theory of Change and Approach

The overarching questions that IEG seeks to answer in this evaluation are, “To what extent has the World Bank Group been relevant, effective, and efficient in addressing pollution concerns in client countries through (i) targeted interventions and (ii) the use of safeguards and Performance Standards in pollution-heavy industries? Going forward, how well is it equipped to support countries moving toward a ‘clean world for all?’” To answer this question, a theory of change articulates the development impact assumptions underlying the World Bank Group’s activities in pollution management.

The theory of change in figure 1.1 links the various World Bank Group interventions with outputs and intended outcomes and effects. In summary, the World Bank Group uses its government-facing policy advice to put in place the policy framework for an improved pollution management agenda. This includes creation of awareness through country analytics and policy dialogue. In parallel, IFC’s private sector-facing Advisory and Investment Services promote the adoption of cleaner production
and more efficient processes. Complementary to this, the World Bank Group uses IFC Advisory and Investment Services, MIGA guarantee projects, and World Bank lending to improve pollution-abating infrastructure—mainly wastewater and waste management facilities. In addition, the application of World Bank safeguards and MIGA and IFC Performance Standards is intended to reduce the footprint of pollution-intense sectors. These outputs, if the assumptions of the results chain hold true, translate into the outcome, that is, reduced burden from pollution, decreased health risks, and increased protection of the environment, while enabling sustainable pro-poor development.9

The evaluation follows a mixed-method approach involving six methodological instruments to cover the sectoral, national, and global dimensions of World Bank Group support to pollution management: (i) a strategic mapping of global and regional environmental concerns and the World Bank Group response; (ii) a portfolio review of World Bank Group projects and activities, gathering and analyzing project design features, results indicators, and drivers for success and failure; (iii) desk reviews of 52 country strategies and a sample of 30 Country Environmental Analyses (CEAs); (iv) five country case studies involving field missions (Ghana, Colombia, Indonesia, the Arab Republic of Egypt, ...)
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**Figure 1.1 | Theory of Change for World Bank Group Pollution Interventions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>World Bank Group’s Role as Convener and Standard Setter</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Impacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activities</td>
<td>Outputs</td>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>Impacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government-facing policy advice</td>
<td>Policy environment</td>
<td>Reduced burden from pollution to humans and the environment at large</td>
<td>Increased protection of the environment while enabling sustainable pro-poor development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Create awareness and strategies; build institutions, capacity and regulations; • Address macro issues (WB Lending and AAA, IFC AS)</td>
<td>• Environmental assessments • Increased awareness • Environmental strategies • Capacity and institutions • Regulatory framework • Macropolicy framework</td>
<td>• Reduced pollution as a result of improved regulation, increased application of cleaner and more resources-efficient processes, smart innovation, and standard setting via financial intermediaries • Improved service provision of infrastructure mitigating pollution effects, including waste and waste water treatment • Increased demand for environmentally friendly goods, technologies, and services by individuals, companies, and governments due to increased awareness about effects of pollution</td>
<td>• Reduced environmental degradation and associated costs to abate pollution and mitigate environmental damages • Improved quality of life and reduced mortality, morbidity, and cost of illness, in particular for the poor, children, and the elderly • Improved and uninterrupted operation of affected sectors (transport, energy, or manufacturing) • Enhanced economic growth opportunities for large parts of the population, including the poor and women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private sector-facing advisory services, investments and VC</td>
<td>Private sector companies applying less polluting technologies</td>
<td>Improved pollution abatement infrastructure, cobenefits from CC interventions, and remediated sites</td>
<td>Improved pollution footprint in polluting-intensive sectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Introduce cleaner production • Spur innovation (IFC IS and AS, VC)</td>
<td>• Improved production processes • Pollution-smart innovation</td>
<td>• Providing reliable services • Reducing pollution and treated soil and sites</td>
<td>• Projects and investments adhering to more stringent standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investments in pollution-abating sectors, pollution-relevant CC interventions, legacy issues</td>
<td>Improved pollution footprint in polluting-intensive sectors</td>
<td>Reduced burden from pollution to humans and the environment at large</td>
<td>Increased protection of the environment while enabling sustainable pro-poor development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Waste, water, air, soil, pesticides (IFC IS and AS, MIGA guarantees, WB lending)</td>
<td>• Projects and investments adhering to more stringent standards</td>
<td>• Reduced pollution as a result of improved regulation, increased application of cleaner and more resources-efficient processes, smart innovation, and standard setting via financial intermediaries</td>
<td>• Reduced environmental degradation and associated costs to abate pollution and mitigate environmental damages • Improved quality of life and reduced mortality, morbidity, and cost of illness, in particular for the poor, children, and the elderly • Improved and uninterrupted operation of affected sectors (transport, energy, or manufacturing) • Enhanced economic growth opportunities for large parts of the population, including the poor and women</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: AAA = analytic and advisory activities; AS = Advisory Services; CP = cleaner production; CC = climate change; IS = Investment Services; WB = World Bank; VC = venture capital.
and Croatia); (v) two literature reviews addressing the linkages between the climate change and the pollution agenda, and the trade-offs between managing pollution and sustainable economic development, respectively; and (vi) field-based project evaluations. Further details on the scope, evaluation approach, and its limitations are summarized in appendix A.

Although this theory of change visualizes the pathway toward results in a linear flow model, this evaluation recognizes the multisectoral and cross-cutting nature of pollution. The evaluation focuses on the major forms of pollution that matter the most in developing countries: indoor and outdoor air pollution, wastewater, waste, and toxic substances (box 1.1).

This report is structured in the following way. Chapter 2 presents relevant World Bank Group strategies and interventions and provides an assessment of to what extent the World Bank Group’s response was adequate and relevant. Typically, a minimum of an enabling environment must be available for pollution management to be effective; hence, in chapter 3 the report assesses the World Bank Group’s support in countries to build or improve the enabling environment. Chapters 4 and 5 assess the World Bank Group’s effectiveness in investments. Chapter 6 looks beyond projects at the World Bank Group’s engagement with client countries through knowledge work and policy dialogue.

ENDNOTES


3  This trend is further aggravated by relocating polluting industries to poor countries where production costs are low and environmental regulations and public health infrastructure are often absent. (Laborde et al. 2015).

4  The death toll from pollution is also seven times higher than the one from road traffic accidents, which killed 1.25 million in 2013. Similar to pollution, traffic accident deaths are concentrated in developing countries: More than 90 percent of the world’s road fatalities occur in developing countries. See http://www.who.int/gho/road_safety/mortality/traffic_deaths_number/en.

5  For a more detailed analysis of the tensions between pollution and development, see the results of the IEG-commissioned literature review, summarized in appendix C.

6  This forms the rationale for World Bank Group support for the management of pollution: (i) Inform policy makers about the cost of pollution, advise them on policy options for abatement, including the costs of abatement and the design of legal and regulatory frameworks; build institutions and their capacities to address pollution issues; increase general awareness in client countries to create broader and unified support for costly pollution mitigation measures. (ii) Finance infrastructure and services that either abate pollution directly (for example, waste management or wastewater treatment) or indirectly (such as by building mass transport systems as an alternative for urban commuters to using polluting vehicles). (iii) Improve how markets work by overcoming market failures such that products and services are delivered in a more sustainable manner. World Bank Group support for policy interventions such as taxation of pollution or the elimination of fuel subsidies can help internalize these environmental costs. And (iv) support technical diffusion and innovation for clean production processes, through, for example, IFC cleaner production interventions, investments, and Advisory Services.

7  LeBlanc (2015) has developed a detailed network map for the Sustainable Development Goals and, intriguingly enough, goal 12 (Ensuring Sustainable Production and Consumption) has the most network connections (14) to the
other goals. This would be fairly intuitive in terms of the broad economic nexus of the goal, but the linkages to the other environmentally linked goals deserve attention. This goal is most directly associated with pollution externality concerns, and the network analysis highlights how reaching the broadest range of development outcomes can have an effect on the environmental sustainability of production and consumption systems.

This evaluation complements IEG’s evaluations on water and sanitation and on urban transport (World Bank 2017e and 2017b). In this pollution evaluation, a substantial section of the “targeted” World Bank lending portfolio (about one-third) addresses pollution issues related to wastewater. The focus of evaluating these projects was on investigating the downstream water quality aspects, that is, pollution issues related to wastewater and water treatment. This evaluation did not address sanitation and water supply and treatment issues. As pollution has no spatial boundaries, it assesses rural and urban aspects of pollution. Relevant projects in the transport sector will therefore be assessed from a pollution angle, including those in urban transport. Although the recently completed evaluation on urban transport focused on the infrastructure aspects, the pollution evaluation focuses on the effects of transport (and urban transport) projects on local air pollution, including efforts to develop a policy framework and systems to monitor such pollution effects.

Note that this evaluation focuses on assessing the relevance of World Bank Group activities, their efficiency, effectiveness, and sustainability at the outputs and outcomes level.

In China, Egypt, and Croatia, and a regional program in Africa.
1. The most recent environmental strategy, from 2012, *Toward a Green, Clean, and Resilient World for All* presents a World Bank Group-wide unified environment strategy, emphasizing the link between pollution and the poor.

2. The World Bank Group’s engagement in pollution during fiscal years (FY)04–17 comprises some 534 interventions, which accounts for US$43 billion in commitments, managed by multiple World Bank Group entities across several sectors with various levels of focus and concentration.

3. The World Bank Group’s efforts in fighting pollution did not keep pace with increasing global pollution levels.

4. Mapping global pollution priorities against World Bank Group resource allocation reveals a mixed picture. The World Bank Group provided sustained financing for wastewater infrastructure while at the same time missing
opportunities to fight indoor and outdoor air pollution.

World Bank Group’s strengthened engagement in climate change can be seen as an increase of the World Bank Group’s efforts to address outdoor air pollution, if air pollution concerns are integrated systematically into its growing climate change portfolio.
World Bank Group’s Strategies to Address Pollution

World Bank Group strategies have long incorporated pollution concerns, but the emphasis has shifted from “mainstreaming” to a more targeted approach over time. Pollution concerns were already prominent in the 1992 *World Development Report*, which stated that inadequate attention had been given to environmental problems that damage the health and productivity of the largest number of people, especially the poor (World Bank 1992). The 2001 environment strategy—which remained the central strategy relevant for pollution until 2012—focused exclusively on the World Bank. Although the strategy prominently featured pollution concerns, it emphasized the need to integrate (that is, mainstream) environmental concerns into country development programs, sector strategies, and investments (World Bank 2001). IFC and MIGA focused mainly on pollution management at the project level.

Most recently, the World Bank Group presented a unified environment strategy for 2012–22, *Toward a Clean, Green, and Resilient World for All*. This strategy establishes strong links between environmental concerns—degradation, pollution, and overexploitation of natural resources—and economic progress. The “clean agenda”—one of three agenda items of the 2012 strategy—addresses pollution by directly calling for an advancement of low pollution, low emissions, and clean air and water resources.¹ The strategy also emphasizes the link between pollution and the poor and women and children in particular, and the pollution-related challenges faced by growing urban centers (World Bank 2012b). The World Bank Group’s strategies have been supported by a system of Environmental, Health, and Safety (EHS) Guidelines, safeguards, and Performance Standards (box 2.1) to manage effects of pollution at project level, adding to its efforts that target pollution directly.

Box 2.1 | Environmental, Health, and Safety Guidelines; Safeguards; and Performance Standards

The International Finance Corporation (IFC) published over 60 Environmental, Health, and Safety (EHS) guidelines for a range of sectors. The World Bank Group EHS guidelines contain the performance levels and measures that are normally acceptable and applicable to projects. The guidelines are applicable to all projects regardless of the host country requirements. Currently, both the World Bank, IFC, and the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) address air, water, and land pollution management using the World Bank Group EHS Guidelines as referenced in the World Bank Operational Policy 4.01 and IFC and MIGA Sustainability Frameworks. The World Bank Group EHS Guidelines are undergoing review and update, considering lessons learned, technological improvements and GIIP, and evolving regulatory frameworks. A number of updated guidelines, including some pollution-intense sectors, have been issues for consultation and subsequently published.

A Snapshot of the Portfolio Addressing Pollution

The World Bank Group’s engagement in pollution is multisectoral and cross-cutting. Over FY04–17, the World Bank Group had 534 projects that “target” pollution management directly, with a commitment of US$43 billion. These are the primary focus of this evaluation and are summarized in table 1.1. Further details on the portfolio are provided in appendix B along with a typology used to classify pollution concerns and interventions in appendix D.

In addition, the World Bank Group approved 956 IFC investments and 168 MIGA guarantee projects during the evaluation period (not listed in table 2.1). Through the application of Performance Standards (IFC and MIGA) and safeguards (World Bank) the World Bank Group has the potential to reduce the pollution “footprint” of these projects, albeit indirectly. They are hence considered the secondary focus of this evaluation. Although they are part of the overall evaluation portfolio, the assessment approach is different because the analysis concentrates solely on the role played by Performance Standards and safeguards in managing pollution. Though these are applicable to all projects, this evaluation focuses on those projects in which pollution concerns played a major role and a pollution-related standard was applied, that is, projects in pollution-intense industries. For the World Bank, this evaluation focuses on 114 projects with elevated environmental risks, or category A projects.

### Table 2.1 | World Bank Group Targeted Pollution Interventions by Institution (FY04–17)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institutions</th>
<th>Number of Projects</th>
<th>Number of Evaluated Projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World Bank lending (IBRD, IDA, or GEF)&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFC investments&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFC Advisory Services</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIGA guarantee projects</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Bank ASA (ESW or TA)</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>931</strong></td>
<td><strong>186</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: IEG portfolio review (FY17 projects as of March 2017).

a. Plus 86 additional finance agreements and supplements.

b. Few evaluated projects are available as more than 80 percent of these projects were approved on or after 2010 and are thus not yet operationally mature.

c. ASA is not evaluated at the project level, so no evaluative evidence is available.

Note: ASA = Advisory Services and Analytics; GEF = Global Environmental Facility Trust Fund; IBRD = International Bank for Reconstruction and Development; IDA = International Development Association; ESW = economic and sector work; TA = technical assistance.
The World Bank Group has also approved 804 climate change projects (excluding Advisory Services and Analytics [ASA] projects). These interventions either aim to reduce greenhouse gases (GHGs) or pursue adaptation or resilience as their objective. From those trying to reduce GHG emission, one can expect them to also reduce the emission of conventional pollutants; hence they have so-called “cobenefits.” Although these “climate change–only” projects are outside the scope of this evaluation, their cobenefits are analyzed to reflect a comprehensive and fair picture of the World Bank Group’s fight against air pollution.

The number of World Bank Group interventions that target pollution issues remained stable in absolute terms, but their share shrank in relative terms owing to the large increase in climate change projects. Targeted pollution management projects remained relatively flat over the period FY04–FY17 while the number of climate change projects increased by about 300 percent (figure 2.1). Therefore, the targeted portfolio shrank in relative terms. Similarly, the relative share of pollution-targeted interventions of each institution’s total portfolio also decreases over time, except for IFC Investment, which remains flat.

Low-income countries take on pollution projects less often than countries in other income levels. Targeted pollution management interventions account for 3 percent of the World Bank Group’s support to low-income countries, over 4 percent of total projects in lower-middle-income countries, and almost 5 percent of total projects in upper-middle-income countries, an approximately 67 percent increase compared with low-income countries. This trend remains true for individual...
institution’s portfolios and is particularly strong for financing levels. Targeted pollution management in low-income countries accounts for just under 1 percent of all IFC investments and 5 percent of World Bank investment and policy lending.

When low-income countries take on World Bank Group support for pollution, pollution concerns are often integrated into loans supporting other sectors, particularly when it comes to development policy lending. In low-income countries, most pollution concerns are integrated into broader policy operations not focused on environmental or pollution concerns directly (70 percent), such as the Macroeconomic and Fiscal Management and Finance and Markets Global Practices. For upper-middle-income countries, that share is less pronounced with 55 percent.5

Most of the World Bank Group’s targeted pollution efforts, across all countries and income levels, address waste and wastewater treatment. Often waste and wastewater are addressed in conjunction, largely because wastewater and drainage channels are de facto conduits for solid waste and need to be addressed in a coordinated if not joint manner. This is followed by projects that address both waste and wastewater pollution in conjunction with ambient air pollution problems and stand-alone ambient air pollution. Projects dealing with indoor air pollution concerns represent the smallest share across all income levels.

The World Bank’s pollution-targeted portfolio contains a sizable share of interventions that address toxic substances in the form of industrial waste, but it deals much less with other toxic substances such as lead, mercury, or e-waste. Of all pollution-targeted projects, 19 percent (or 117 projects) address toxic substances. Of these, 85 percent (or 100 projects) relate to mitigating direct toxic exposure and 15 percent (or 17 projects) to indirect pathways, such as agricultural runoffs.7 Looking at the interventions addressing direct toxic exposure risks, industrial waste and persistent organic pollutants8 are most often addressed (in 52 and 28 projects, respectively). Other substances (for example, heavy metals, including lead, mercury, chromium, and arsenic [18 projects]; uranium [4]; pesticides [7]; dioxins and furans [3]; and e-waste [1])9 are addressed less frequently. These projects are usually categorized as solid waste projects (73 percent) or dedicated projects on obsolete pesticides and / or POPs (22 percent) and are hence subsumed under these types of interventions in the subsequent sections.

Is the World Bank Group’s Response to Pollution Adequate?

Over the past two decades, pollution and its effects on the poor have worsened. From 1990 to 2013, premature mortality attributable to particulate matter (PM) increased by 30 percent, from 2.2 million to 2.9 million deaths per year.10 The number of deaths caused by ambient air pollution rose continuously in all regions, except for Europe and Central Asia. Global welfare losses from exposure to PM rose 63 percent over the same period, reaching $3.55 trillion (World Bank 2016a). In 3,000 cities around the world, PM levels increased by 8 percent between 2008 and 2013, particularly in low- and middle-income Regions where 98 percent of cities do not meet WHO guidelines on air quality (WHO 2016a).11 For indoor air pollution, despite the reductions in exposure and death rates,
the total number of deaths has remained stable at about 2.9 million per year. Waste production increased, and waste collection and disposal in most countries could not keep pace, leading to open burning of waste and uncontrolled disposal, which in turn results in air pollution and frequent leakages of toxic effluents into surrounding groundwater from uncontrolled dump sites (Bhada-Tata and Hoornweg 2012). Only water pollution shows a moderate improvement. Between 1995 and 2015, deaths from unsafe water decreased by 34 percent in low- to upper-middle-income countries (from 1.9 million to just over 1.2 million). Even there, ambient water quality is getting worse—with levels of pathogen pollution and organic pollution worsening in more than 50 percent of river stretches in Latin America, Africa, and Asia from 1990 to 2010.

Yet, the World Bank Group’s efforts dedicated to fighting pollution remained flat in absolute terms and declined as a share of the total portfolio, possibly aggravated by the general increase in postcrisis lending (figure 2.2). This trend also holds individually for all World Bank Group institutions. Examples from the recent past, however, indicate, that it is possible to scale up support to pollution management, including through large-scale projects that address priority pollution issues.

Additionally, the World Bank’s research efforts on pollution represent only a very small fraction of its overall research efforts. Between 2003 and 2013, the Development Economics Group (DEC) delivered 25 research publications focused on pollution management (averaging two per year). Over that same period, they delivered over 1,300 publications on other issues (averaging 122 per
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**Figure 2.2 | Share of Pollution Interventions Relative to Rest of Portfolio (FY04–17)**

- **Source:** IEG portfolio review (FY17 projects as of March 2017).

- **Note:** AAA = analytic and advisory activities; CC = climate change interventions; Comts = commitments; IFC = International Finance Corporation; IS = investment services; Lend = lending; MiGA = Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency; TPM = targeted pollution management interventions; WB = World Bank.
year). This means that pollution management represents less than 2 percent of all the Development Economics Group publications in 2003–13.

World Bank Group’s strengthened engagement in climate change can, however, be seen as an increase of the World Bank Group’s efforts to address ambient air pollution. Climate change interventions aimed at reducing GHG emissions are also likely to affect local air pollution, that is, the emission of PM or SO₂. To better understand potential cobenefits from climate change mitigation interventions on other types of pollution, IEG commissioned a comprehensive literature review. This review concluded that even though there is considerable quantitative literature estimating the local pollution cobenefits of climate change mitigation interventions, the size of these cobenefits is highly uncertain because substantial methodological variation across studies and the lack of any common standards in results reporting makes comparisons difficult.¹⁴

Across the 804 climate change interventions, 45 percent of components are likely to have cobenefits on air pollution (figure 2.3b).¹⁵ These include mainly energy efficiency and renewable energy activities, followed by financial mechanisms to foster climate change activities and transport projects with clear air pollution cobenefits (figure 2.3c). As quantification of the actual cobenefits is highly contextual, this analysis cannot provide a precise estimate of the World Bank Group’s total efforts related to fighting air pollution; however, it reveals that its actual ambition is more pronounced than could be derived
from just looking at those interventions that target air pollution directly. Of the remaining 55 percent, 10 percent of components aimed at adaptation or resilience, and the remaining 45 percent were mitigation interventions without obvious direct pollution cobenefits. For more details on the literature review on cobenefits, see appendix C.

However, these climate change interventions are not designed as air pollution mitigation projects. They lack project monitoring to track the potential decrease in conventional pollutants, such as PM, nitrogen oxides (NO\textsubscript{x}), or SO\textsubscript{2}. They may not have been designed to optimize conventional pollution abatement. And it remains unclear to what extent they are likely to address local pollution concerns that matter the most for the poor.\textsuperscript{16}

The interlinkages between climate change and local pollution emission reduction have already been recognized in the World Bank Group’s 2012 environmental strategy. The portfolio shows signs—albeit modest ones—that the World Bank Group’s “work to strengthen the capture of cobenefits between GHG and local pollution emission reduction” is being operationalized. Between 2004 and 2012, on average 5 percent of all World Bank climate change lending operations also addressed air pollution, whereas as of 2012, this share increased to 6 percent (World Bank 2012b, 60). More specifically, the World Bank has already considered cases of potential complementarity between climate change mitigation and pollution abatement, especially in the policy sphere. IFC started to pilot Climate Smart Agriculture (CSA) in FY17 as an agribusiness approach that integrates climate-related benefits and pollution abatement practices.

Reflecting air pollution concerns in climate change mitigation interventions will require a cross-sectoral approach. To design projects that strike the right balance between mitigating GHG reduction and alleviating air pollution in a certain area, emissions of GHG as well as conventional pollutants (NO\textsubscript{x}, SO\textsubscript{2}, PM, and so on) from various sectors including their effects on air quality must be known, along with benefits from the reduction of GHG emission and local air pollution and associated costs of abating GHG emission and pollution for these sources. It would also require a sound understanding of the cobenefits that GHG emission reduction interventions have on local air pollution, which is highly contextual.

Another way of looking at whether the World Bank Group’s resources allocation is synchronized with client countries’ needs is by comparing its relative resources allocation to the magnitude of the major pollution challenges. Figure 2.4 depicts the amount of deaths caused by each type of pollution along with the relative share of the World Bank Group’s portfolio in this area.\textsuperscript{17, 18}

Indoor air pollution receives relatively little attention, with only 9 percent of pollution interventions, even though it is responsible for 49 percent of deaths caused by pollution (figure 2.4a). These comprise 24 interventions that are part of the pollution-targeted portfolio and seek to advance fuel switching by supporting households in switching from using solid fuels (biowaste, coal, or wood) to less-polluting alternatives, such as liquefied petroleum gas. In addition, 53 projects aimed at increasing access to electricity were considered because of their potential to reduce exposure to indoor air pollution.\textsuperscript{19} Research, however, indicates that reduction in indoor air pollution cannot be assumed from electrification. Most poor people with access to electricity can afford to use it
only for lighting and running low-demand electrical appliances. Without marked improvements in socioeconomic conditions, electrification has little potential to bring about substantial reductions in indoor air pollution (Jamison et al. 2006).

Despite the low number, those World Bank Group interventions that do address indoor air pollution focus on countries where it is the most serious problem. Almost half of World Bank lending interventions are in support of countries with the highest exposure to indoor air pollution. Likewise, World Bank ASA support is also focused on countries that need it most. The support to indoor air pollution is stable and has not accelerated yet after the 2012 environmental strategy.

Interventions directly targeting outdoor air pollution are also relatively few, compared with the magnitude of global deaths caused by it. About 33 percent of the World Bank Group’s pollution portfolio projects address air pollution concerns while outdoor air pollution is responsible for about 42 percent of global deaths (figure 2.4a). When taking all GHG mitigation projects into
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**Figure 2.4 | Global Deaths from Pollution versus World Bank Group Resource Allocation**

a. Global deaths vs. World Bank Group resources allocation (excluding CC projects)

- **Deaths per year**
  - **WBG portfolio:** 9%
  - **Global deaths:** 49%

b. Global deaths vs. World Bank Group resources allocation (including CC projects)

- **Deaths per year**
  - **WBG portfolio:** 5%
  - **Global deaths:** 49%
  - **Climate change cobenefits:** 60%


*Note:* Gray shading shows climate change contribution to ambient air quality through cobenefits. CC = climate change; WBG = World Bank Group.
account, as outlined above, the World Bank Group’s response to indoor air pollution would be more commensurate with the health effects it causes, as visualized in figure 2.4b. 23

In addition to the main pollution areas of air pollution, solid waste and wastewater, several pollutants specifically threaten the poor. Research estimates that about 3.5 million people suffer from mercury-related health effects; lead pollution affects about 3 million, pesticide from agriculture 2.2 million, chromium from leather tanning about 1.8 million and e-waste (Dasgupta, Mesiner, and Mamingi 2005 and Dasgupta et al. 2005; Biello 2014). Yet these substances are addressed rarely by World Bank interventions: heavy metals (including lead, mercury, chromium, and arsenic) in only 18 interventions, pesticides in seven, and e-waste in only one.

ENDNOTES

1 Pollution undoubtedly also links to the other two agendas in the strategy, but mainly in an indirect fashion. The “green” agenda on the sustainable management and conservation of natural resources is relevant for pollution in the context of contamination of these resources, for example. The “resilient” agenda deals with preparation for shocks and adaptation to climate change and is hence also relevant for pollution because climate change intertwines with air pollution (and other forms of pollution).

2 These projects reference pollution management as their development objectives or pursue such activities under one of their components.

3 These pollution-intense industries include cement; brick, tile, and ceramic; textiles; glass; pulp and paper; chemicals; primary metals; oil, gas, and mining; power; food and beverage; animal production; and agriculture.

4 A project is classified as category A if it is likely to have significant adverse environmental effects that are sensitive, diverse, or unprecedented.

5 World Bank investment operations tend to focus on pollution, whereas development policy operation pollution concerns are often one of several policy areas addressed. Most World Bank projects (80 percent) targeting pollution have substantial pollution management components, with at least 30 percent of the components focused on managing pollution. For development policy operations, pollution tends to be integrated into broader agendas, as only 40 percent of development policy operations have a substantial pollution component.

6 Toxic and hazardous substances find their way into different media, becoming a significant threat to environmental and human health. Some of these substances, like POPs, have both local and global effects, whereas others, like lead, can have localized effects, adversely affecting productivity and growth in affected humans (especially children).

7 Toxic substances can have a direct effect, like toxicity from lead entering the human system through inhalation of fumes or the ingestion of solid lead after it touches one’s hands (therefore “directly” affecting human health). These direct effects can often be attributed to occupational hazards, like handling obsolete pesticides, handling pesticides for agriculture, remediation of radioactive mines, or handling e-waste (such as lead in batteries). Other pathways are more “indirect”; for example, effects from pesticide or fertilizer runoff that enter ground or surface water sources, leading to drinking water contaminated with such hazardous material.

8 Including polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).

9 These figures need not add up to 117 because one project may address more than one pollutant.

10 Although the age-standardized death rate from PM2.5 exposure has decreased in most countries since 1990 because of overall improvements in health, population growth and increased exposure have nonetheless increased the number of premature deaths (World Bank 2016a).

The age-standardized death rate from household air pollution decreased from 75 deaths per 100,000 persons in 1990 to 47 per 100,000 in 2013, a 38 percent drop (World Bank Group 2016). The Bank has supported pollution abatement in a range of countries, both directly through environment projects and through integration in other sector operations, and has used projects to target air pollution and hazardous waste. A recently approved project in Zambia addresses lead pollution threats from mining, engaging with health agencies to reduce environmental health risks. A new program for results operation in China conditions disbursements on specific improvements addressing outdoor air pollution from industry and transport, and indoor air pollution through deployment of clean cookstoves. A newly approved policy lending operation in Lao People's Democratic Republic seeks to help set up standards and monitoring for air pollution, arsenic, and lead. These projects have not yet been closed nor evaluated hence this report cannot opine on their effectiveness, but they should be regarded illustrative examples of what is possible.

In energy and industry, the largest cobenefits come from replacing coal combustion with less-polluting fossil fuels, replacing fossil fuels with renewable energy, improving energy efficiency, and improving the characteristics of coal via coal washing and briquetting. For buildings, the largest air quality cobenefits are typically linked to improvements in energy efficiency and modifications in cooking stoves. Transportation studies typically aggregate the effects from a collection of interventions.

Analyzing the individual components of a statistically representative sample of the 670 climate change interventions addressing “climate change only” (and not referring to pollution), 45 percent involved mechanisms from which pollution cobenefits can be expected. A random sample of 145 projects was drawn from the population of the 570 climate change projects identified at that time (~7 pct error, 95 pct confidence).

Integrating air pollution management aspects into climate change projects also represents a win-win opportunity for both client countries and the World Bank: such interventions would not only reduce greenhouse gas emission and hence contribute to a public global good, they would also contribute to resolving local pollution concerns.

For consistency across variables and with other references in the report, IEG used figures from WHO 2012. Although other, more recent sources were identified, the trend depicted in figure 2.4 does not change in terms of substance. For example, IHME 2015 identifies deaths from household air pollution as 2.9 million (lower-bound = 2.2 million and high-bound = 3.6 million), ambient air pollution as 4.2 million (lower-bound = 3.7 million and upper-bound = 4.8 million), and unsafe water sources as 1.25 million (lower-bound = 1.0 million and high-bound = 1.9 million).

This global mapping of priorities and resources allocation must be seen in context. Making meaningful progress toward Sustainable Development Goal 6 on water supply and sanitation still requires an increase in the scale and speed of wastewater and sanitation service provision (World Bank 2017d; World Bank 2017e). For other pollution concerns, public funds may lend themselves less to addressing pollution issues. For example, in agriculture or industrial pollution management, abatement costs are the responsibility of the private sector, and fewer types of interventions exist to support these efforts through public funding.

Of these 53 projects, half (26 projects) refer to indoor air pollution only in their context or environmental section and without specifying the pathways and conditions under which increased access to electric power would also lead to reduction in indoor air pollution.

For such a quantitative analysis, the universe of client countries was divided into quartiles, based on pollution exposure data. This division yielded four discrete categories depending on the level of pollution: “lowest,” “low,” “middle,” and “high.” Proxy measures for “pollution exposure” for indoor air pollution were the “household air quality” and for outdoor air pollution the “PM$_{2.5}$ exposure average,” both according to the Yale Environmental Performance Index.

For IFC Advisory Services and investments, the number of projects is marginal and does not allow for a meaningful conclusion. MIGA has no intervention in this space at all.

According to 2015 IHME data, deaths from ambient air pollution amount to 4.2 million (lower-bound = 3.7 million and upper-bound = 4.8 million).

Note that the World Bank Group has recently increased its efforts to support client countries in managing air pollution, particularly countries that suffer the most from it. Forty percent of all interventions targeting air pollution support the quartile of countries with highest pollution levels.
Improving the Enabling Environment

1. Pollution management is complex and multidimensional, encompassing several disciplines that are often administered by different agencies.

2. The World Bank Group supports client country governments in their efforts to create or improve the enabling environment for pollution management, primarily through World Bank investment lending operations and development policy operations.

3. Policy operations concentrate on creating regulatory frameworks and strategies, whereas investment operations most frequently provide institutional capacity building.

4. Building national pollution monitoring systems received relatively little attention, particularly in policy operations; most operations aim at the prevention and treatment of pollution.
Policy operations that encompass measures to strengthen the enabling environment to manage pollution are less successful than comparable policy operations without a pollution focus.

Investment operations sought to enhance the enabling environment of client countries for pollution management performance as well as comparable projects and the portfolio as a whole.

Diagnostics and analytical work to underpin policy and investment operations are important for the success of both types of operations.

A conducive government environment toward implementing critical changes, strong government support for taking specific actions, and substantive content and design based on robust analytical work, explains the success in policy lending.
POLLUTION MANAGEMENT is complex and multidimensional, encompassing several disciplines that are often administered by different agencies. Effective pollution management relies on a set of enablers, summarized in box 1.1, that together constitute the “enabling environment” for pollution management. This section addresses the effectiveness of World Bank Group interventions aimed at creating the enabling environment so policy making can happen and institutions are in place to manage a country’s pollution agenda. Interventions that involve public or private finance of infrastructure are discussed in chapter 4.

Focus of World Bank Group Interventions to Improve the Enabling Environment

The World Bank Group supports client country governments in their efforts to create or improve the enabling environment for pollution management through International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) / International Development Association (IDA) lending. These interventions provide government-facing policy advice aimed to create awareness, develop strategies, create regulatory frameworks, build capacity, or help establish monitoring systems and corresponding standards, and data collection and sampling methods; at times, they also seek to adjust macro frameworks, for example, by abolishing disincentives for pollution abatement, such as fuel subsidies. Typically, this policy advice is the domain of the World Bank, including both lending (IBRD/IDA) and nonlending (through Advisory Services and Analytics (ASA)).

Most policy support is delivered through World Bank investment operations and policy operations. Fifty-eight investment operations have standalone efforts on creating an enabling environment along with 43 policy operations; these are the focus of this analysis. Of these, 19 investment and 28 development policy operations (DPOs) have been evaluated. An additional 240 investment operations deliver “upstream” support together with investments, for example, investments in waste or wastewater treatment infrastructure. These are typically institution and capacity improvement measures in support of these investments and are hence analyzed in chapter 4 along with the effectiveness of their investment component.

The World Bank Group supports all Regions, but both types of lending show strong variations. DPOs were frequent in Latin America and the Caribbean and Sub-Saharan Africa but were not prepared in support for countries in Europe and Central Asia. This raises the question of how the World Bank Group decides on the allocation of DPOs, as these countries—at least conceptually—are of higher income and with the suitable fiscal management capacities to be candidates for DPOs. Investment operations are strong in Sub-Saharan Africa and the other Regions mentioned above; the Middle East and North Africa and South Asia Regions receive the fewest though.
During the evaluation period, the World Bank provided mainly five types of policy support to improve the enabling environment in client countries for pollution management: (i) capacity building for institutions handling the country’s pollution management agenda; (ii) regulations and standards setting across various pollution areas; (iii) strategy development and design of national pollution agendas; (iv) stakeholder dialogue; and (v) diagnostics.

DPOs concentrate on creating regulatory frameworks and strategies, whereas investment operations most often provide capacity building. Many (33 out of 44) DPOs contained prior actions to strengthen the regulations in client countries, followed by developing strategies (30 out of 44 DPOs; figure 3.1b).

Investment operations frequently support capacity-building efforts. Fifty-two of the 56 operations contain at least one component aimed at enhancing institutional capacity. Investment operations are also used to develop strategies and action plans, laws, and regulations and standards, and to foster broader stakeholder engagement. To a small extent, these also provide more technical support in the form of cleaner production and technology upgrading (figure 3.1b).

Relatively few interventions sought to build pollution monitoring systems at country level, particularly in policy operations, when compared with prevention and treatment of pollution (figure 3.1a). Given that client countries frequently struggle to identify pollution priorities, that pollution data are often weak, and that the World Bank Group’s own support is not always well targeted toward the client country’s most serious pollution priority, this low emphasis on pollution monitoring is an important gap. The Pollution Management and Environmental Health program is a vital component in

Figure 3.1 | World Bank Policy Support by Focus of Intervention and Mechanisms
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Source: IEG portfolio review (FY17 projects as of March 2017).
strengthening such support (box 3.1), but as projects funded by it were approved after 2015, it is too early to report on results.

Existing projects already demonstrate the feasibility of improving pollution monitoring systems, even in lower-middle-income countries with limited environmental capacity. In Bangladesh, successive projects supported improvements in air quality measurement through direct support for equipment and monitoring systems, but also continued support for capacity building of pollution monitoring departments, and support for legal and regulatory improvements including for compliance and enforcement. A recently approved project in Zambia seeking to address mining pollution includes monitoring and evaluation systems for public health tracking of lead levels in blood. In Peru, an environmental policy lending series was used to support improvements in air quality monitoring systems, along with raising permissible emission standards—though progress was lower than initially hoped. An environmental policy lending operation in Peru worked with the transport sector to reduce air pollution by improving fuel quality and vehicle performance standards.

Box 3.1 | The Pollution Management and Environmental Health Program Trust Fund

The Pollution Management and Environmental Health (PMEH) program, launched in 2015 as a six-year multi-donor trust fund, focuses on air quality management, water, and land pollution, and is shaped through dialogue with implementing countries, including China, Egypt, Ghana, India, Nigeria, South Africa, and Vietnam.

Its objectives are (i) to support developing countries to significantly reduce air, land, and water pollution through pollution management planning and investment; (ii) to generate and share knowledge on pollution and its health implications in urban, rural, and marine areas; and (iii) to promote awareness of PMEH issues among policy makers, business partners, city leaders, and the public.

The PMEH program has concentrated most of its efforts on air quality management, as the PMEH secretariat has facilitated the formulation of country-level air quality management planning across China, Egypt, Nigeria, South Africa, and Vietnam. The program also supports country efforts to strengthen political prioritization and operations related to contaminated and toxic site management. Specifically, it seeks to increase governments’ capacity to prepare or update national pollution management plans, including site remediation prioritization, in low- and middle-income countries. Integrated solid waste management, including the protection of the maritime environment, is also an important part of the PMEH program.

Source: PMEH 2015.
Results and Lessons from World Bank Group Upstream Support

Investment operations with a targeted component to enhance the enabling environment of client countries did equally as well as comparable projects and the portfolio as a whole. Investment operations targeting pollution achieve successful development outcome ratings in 70 percent of cases, whereas projects in comparable sectors achieve successful development outcome ratings in 75 percent of cases, and the portfolio as a whole in 72 percent of cases. Throughout this report, success is measured using the framework described in box 3.2.

Policy operations that encompass measures to strengthen the enabling environment to manage pollution are somewhat less successful than comparable policy operations without a pollution focus and less successful than the portfolio of policy operations. Seventy-one percent of policy operations that aim to improve the enabling environment for pollution management achieve a successful development outcome rating, compared with 75 percent of comparable policy operations and 78 percent of the rest of the portfolio.

Associated diagnostic work is important for the success of both investment and policy operations. Investment operations with diagnostics achieved their targets in 56 percent of cases, compared

Box 3.2 | Assessing Performance of Pollution Interventions

The evaluation relies on two measures of “success.” (i) Development outcome ratings as a proxy of success are quoted as per established evaluative information available in World Bank Group project-level evaluation documents, including Implementation Completion and Results reports, Implementation Completion and Results Reviews, Expanded Project Supervision Reports, Project Completion Reports, and Public Expenditure Reviews. Referencing these ratings is meaningful when the object of analysis corresponds to the thrust of the interventions, that is, when it is a sizable component of what the successful implementation influences or is even largely responsible for a specific development outcome rating. When the term “development outcomes” is referenced directly, the Independent Evaluation Group used this rating. (ii) As pollution activities were often only components of projects, an additional “effectiveness framework” was developed to assess the performance of components. This framework also relies on evaluative information available in project-level evaluation documents both in terms of indicators and their results as well as qualitative information on the achievement of intervention targets. A three-level categorical array was designed to capture this information; these categories include positive results (full or substantial achievement of targets), negative results (modest or negligible achievement of targets), and no data or information available to assess achievement of targets. When terms like success or high performance are used, then the latter measure underpins the assessment.
with 44 percent of investment operations without diagnostics. Similarly, policy operations built on analytical work conducted as part of the operation achieved their targets in 70 percent of cases. Such work provides the analytical underpinnings for the design of the operation—the important role of which has already been stressed previously (World Bank 2016c). Additional lessons from policy lending operations indicate that environmental policy reform can take significant time to progress, so policy reform engagements can be more effective if they use instrument structures that allow for a longer period of engagement. Many successful operations have been structured as programmatic series, and a program in Peru used a deferred drawdown option which helped to extend program duration. Policy reform programs are more likely to be successful if they have ownership both from environmental agencies and from the leadership of other sectoral agencies who will be responsible for implementation. In addition, strong government support for taking specific actions, along with substantive content and design based on extensive analytical work, explains the success in DPOs with efforts on strategies, regulations, and laws (box 3.3) (World Bank 2016b).

Box 3.3 | Client Country Experience: Critical Success Factors for Policy Lending

**In Colombia**, one of the most widespread and serious problems is air and water pollution. Through three development policy loans (DPLs) for sustainable development, the government approved and implemented the National Policy on Environmental Health covering water and air quality, an Air and Water Pollution Control Policy, and a National Development Plan for air quality monitoring. A strong political will, reflected in the support of policy makers who helped draft laws and strategies, a comprehensive diagnostic effort by the World Bank through a high-quality CEA, were pivotal toward the achievement of DPLs’ objectives. During the formulation and approval process, the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Environment played a critical role in ensuring cooperation and coordination of key agencies.

**In Morocco** in 2006, the country enacted its first law on solid waste management, along with laws on environmental protection and environmental impact assessments. Through two DPLs, the government established procedures and technical standards for landfilling, advanced a provincial and prefectural master plan for municipal solid waste, and implemented the country’s Solid Waste Program. Like the Colombia DPLs, a strong analytical base combined with a supportive government environment and strong commitment ensured the success of municipal solid waste strategies and plans. The government was fully committed to the program and to achieving the development objectives. It made substantial efforts to implement prior actions and follow up on shortcomings in implementation.

*Sources: IEG country case studies and portfolio review analysis.*
The most prevalent support mechanisms in investment lending were capacity building and institution strengthening. Investment operations that contain capacity building components are successful in 53 percent of cases. Strong multi-stakeholder participation that includes all relevant agencies and a strong government commitment were identified as crucial for successful capacity-building efforts. Introducing a system that supports cooperation and dialogue in capacity building and technical assistance activities also facilitates the adoption of policies and strategies. For example, in China, the World Bank provided capacity building and technical assistance to pilot sustainable transport solutions in selected cities. These efforts were successful not only because of a strong government commitment and active participation by local agencies but also because of a city-to-city peer learning and knowledge dissemination through a nationwide platform.

Efforts to enhance client country systems to monitor pollution as part of investment operations tend to fail more often than those to prevent or treat pollution. Efforts to treat pollution work best, with 71 percent of interventions being successful. Interventions aiming to prevent pollution are successful in about half of the cases evaluated (52 percent); building pollution monitoring systems was only successful in 29 percent of interventions. The main reasons pollution monitoring efforts failed were overly ambitious goals, lack of government commitment, and failure to address legal and procedural prerequisites.

Despite progress in policy setting, countries struggle to enforce pollution regulations, a pattern found across country cases (Ghana, Egypt, and Indonesia). Constraints include conflict of interest, lack of political will, lack of incentives for local authorities to enforce regulations, and politicization (box 3.4).

---

**Box 3.4 | Client Country Experience: Enforcing Pollution Regulations**

**In Ghana,** a large body of laws—more than 100—pertain to the environment. However, the development of such policies has not slowed damage to the environment because constraints make them ineffective. These constraints include weak compliance and enforcement, conflicts of interest, lack of political will, and the politicization of issues. Ghana has several legislative and regulatory mechanisms to ensure the regulation of air quality, but efforts are hampered by lack of funds, inadequate data, and challenges in sharing information between institutions.

**In Egypt,** enforcement of industrial pollution standards remains a major challenge. The World Bank’s decade-long involvement has focused on setting up credit lines to finance a pollution abatement investment that firms are already legally obliged to undertake. Enforcement measures alone are insufficient, but the combined “carrot and stick” approach of the Egypt Pollution Abatement Projects II, in which lines of credit at below-market rates were provided to companies, led to significant pollution abatement in firms covered by the program.

(Box continues on the following page.)
Resolving institutional issues and fostering interagency coordination are key ingredients in policy reform. Countries often suffer from institutional issues, for example, lack of funding, low capacity because of decentralization, or unclear or overlapping mandates of local agencies. As a country’s pollution agenda is typically spread across a range of agencies, interagency coordination is often a challenge (box 3.5).

Box 3.4 | Client Country Experience: Enforcing Pollution Regulations  (continued)

In Indonesia, the government has tried to increase enforcement issues relating to deforestation and related air pollution, but provincial and local governments have little incentive to crack down on local businesses, and with very limited funding and capacity the central government environment agency can take on only a small number of cases of the largest offenders.

In contrast, in Croatia enforcement of regulation does not appear to be a major issue. The upper-middle-income country has high capacity and little heavy industry.

Source: IEG country case studies.

Box 3.5 | Client Country Experience: Institutional Issues

Decentralization is a challenge for Indonesia, where responsibility for many environmental management issues has shifted to provincial and municipal governments over the past 20 years—but without fully funding the decentralized responsibilities, and without the necessary level of capacity building needed to support the subnational entities. This leads to significant variation in the quality of environmental management across provinces and makes it difficult for the central government to act to improve environmental management even when it has an interest in doing so. Related issues are weak coordination between central and local governments, weak coordination between agencies with overlapping sector responsibilities, inadequate financial resources for environmental compliance and enforcement, and inadequate human capacity at all levels.

In Colombia, a complex institutional setup for pollution management is a major difficulty for addressing pollution concerns and is aggravated by decentralization, overlapping mandates, and uneven capacity and weak governance structures. Policy making is a central function but implementation is decentralized, which can contribute to a tendency

(Box continues on the following page.)
for policy mandates to be established that are beyond the capacity of municipalities to implement. The World Bank contributed to overcoming these challenges through a series of development policy operations, based on an excellent Country Environmental Analysis. Its analysis of the cost of environmental degradation enabled the Environmental Protection Agency to gain attention from other key ministries; the subsequent development policy operations provided a platform to successfully bring all stakeholders to the table—a mechanism that survived even the closure of the World Bank project.

In Croatia, the fragmentation of the water sector is a barrier to improving wastewater treatment. The plethora of small municipal water utilities increases costs, poses risks to financial viability, and limits capacity for managing and operating investments or complex facilities.

In Ghana, decentralization efforts for wastewater and waste management have delegated service delivery to local authorities but without adequate funding. Low revenue generation, low remuneration in the public sector, and low-cost recovery make it difficult to operate these systems effectively, much less carry out new infrastructure projects.

Source: IEG country case studies.

ENDNOTES

1 The 56 investment operations contain standalone efforts to enhance the enabling environment, plus investment components in the associated sectors that are not relevant to pollution.

2 Note that the standards and methods used by the World Bank Group to assess success for policy operations versus investment operations are fundamentally different; therefore, success ratings for policy operations should not be compared directly with those of investment operations. Hence, the success of policy operations is discussed separately. Because of the relatively low number of evaluated policy operations (28) with a pollution emphasis, only the key drivers of success and failure are summarized: a more detailed analysis would require a larger number of operations.

3 Comparable policy and investment operations are defined as operations carried out by global practices that do work most similar to pollution-targeted interventions, including Environment and Natural Resources, Transport and ICT, Water and Sanitation, and Energy and Extractives.

4 Monitoring, treatment, and prevention were assessed as individual components of interventions using the assessment methodology introduced in box 3.1; ratings pertain to them individually. Hence, if a project contains more than one of these, each component still can be rated individually in the portfolio review database.
Addressing Pollution through Investments

1. World Bank interventions that provide investments for pollution management in client countries tend to be less successful than comparable interventions. Because these interventions span many sectors, performance drivers are sector specific.

2. Projects with Global Environment Facility grant funding have lower ratings owing to their tendency to support high-risk pilots and to difficulties in implementing them in coordination with other partners and agencies.

3. Addressing air pollution through urban transport interventions worked out relatively well. Broader and sustained environmental benefits were better achieved in projects with a comprehensive approach that included both upstream and downstream measures.

4. However, a large share of urban transport projects support the construction of roads and not public transport schemes from which one could expect pollution reduction.
effects, raising the question of whether the World Bank has a consistent approach to integrating pollution concerns across all relevant sectors.

Addressing pollution through solid waste management and water treatment poses a range of challenges, reflected in lower success rates. Success in solid waste management projects often depends on the ability to recover costs and on institutional capacity of the municipalities in charge.

World Bank Group experience also points to the potentially positive role that the private sector can play in operating wastewater and waste management facilities—even in low-income countries.

The International Finance Corporation (IFC) provides advisory services that help client companies reduce or recycle waste, increase energy or resources efficiency, or introduce renewable energy. These services were largely successful due to the knowledge and expertise involved in service delivery.
IFC advisory services also support pollution management, by assisting client governments in structuring public-private partnerships in waste management and, to a limited extent, in wastewater treatment; however, these efforts often face political opposition and so frequently fail to reach commercial closure.

Similarly, IFC investments in waste and wastewater utilities are challenging investments because of governments’ faltering commitment.
This chapter takes a closer look at World Bank Group support to finance public infrastructure to provide advice on the various types of private sector participation and invest in companies that actively engage in the pollution agenda. This encompasses World Bank lending operations, IFC Advisory and Investment Services, and MIGA guarantee projects in support of the pollution-abating infrastructure in wastewater, solid waste, and air pollution management. Complementary IFC Advisory Services are evaluated in this context as well, including Cleaner Production or Sustainable Business advisory interventions. These are private sector client-facing engagements often complemented by IFC investments to upgrade production processes. Collectively, these activities are often referred to as “downstream support,” as opposed to support for improving the enabling environment, referred to as “upstream support.”

The World Bank Group’s downstream support involves work across a range of sectors and many different types of interventions; therefore, factors that affect performance are mostly sector specific. Relevant sectors include water and sanitation, management of residential and industrial waste and toxic chemicals (for example, obsolete pesticides or PCBs), transport, and energy. As the context, mechanisms, and implementation modalities differ greatly across these sectors, the below discussion offers an assessment of sector-specific performance drivers.

Addressing Pollution through Public Sector Lending

World Bank investments that support the pollution management agenda through public sector financing focus on financing solid waste and wastewater treatment infrastructure. Of the 317 World Bank investments that address pollution concerns, 288 focus on financing infrastructure works. Although financing projects include complementary technical assistance, institution strengthening, and even policy advice, at their core, these projects focus on financing the infrastructure needed to deliver pollution management services in client countries. Such public financing—which accounts for nearly 81 percent of the pollution-relevant public financing portfolio—helps build, rehabilitate, and upgrade waste and wastewater treatment infrastructure or treatment facilities.

Most of these projects are implemented by three World Bank global practices (GPs): Environment and Natural Resources (ENR); Social, Urban, Rural, and Resilience (SURR); and Water. Jointly these three GPs account for over 80 percent of all pollution financing. The Water GP alone accounts for 39 percent of pollution financing, focusing almost exclusively on wastewater collection and treatment infrastructure. Projects in SURR also exhibit a strong focus on solid waste management and wastewater treatment (74 percent). Projects managed by ENR likewise have a strong emphasis on waste and wastewater (58 percent) but also address more exotic pollution concerns such as the disposal of POPs.
Outdoor and indoor air pollution are addressed less frequently, mostly as part of urban transport projects and energy access projects. Outdoor air pollution is mostly addressed through projects that support mass transport in the context of urban transport projects; about two-thirds (69 percent) of the projects managed by the Transport and ICT GP that had a pollution management component address outdoor air pollution. Moreover, air pollution is addressed through clean energy access projects and clean fuel initiatives, with the first aiming to fight outdoor air pollution and the second indoor air pollution. These projects are typically implemented by the Energy and Extractives GP. In addition, about a quarter of urban development projects (24 percent) address ambient air pollution, usually in combination with waste and wastewater efforts.

**Results and Lessons of Experience**

Interventions that provide investments for pollution management tend to be less successful than comparable projects. Only 57 percent of targeted pollution projects achieve a successful development outcome rating, compared with 75 percent of comparable projects in similar sectors and 70 percent of the portfolio as a whole. To better understand why pollution-targeted projects have a lower performance, the underlying sector-specific factors are presented below.

Addressing air pollution through urban transport interventions was relatively successful, in line with findings from IEG’s recent global evaluation of urban transport (World Bank 2017d; World Bank 2017b). This study found that 67 percent of urban transport projects with a pollution component achieved a successful development outcome rating. With this success rate, the portfolio of public finance projects in the Transport and ICT GP outperforms other parts of the portfolio (water and waste [58 percent] and environment [36 percent]). The World Bank has generally been successful in achieving its pollution mitigation measure targets in the urban transport sector. About 67 percent of the closed and evaluated projects that tracked environmental benefits from urban transport interventions achieved a reduction in emissions of air pollutants (and GHGs).1 The remaining projects considered the environmental benefits from the installation or use of air quality monitoring systems or vehicle emissions inspection facilities. Positive effects were mostly limited to the specific project areas; broader and sustained environmental benefits were better achieved in projects with a comprehensive approach that included both upstream and downstream measures.2

However, a large share of urban transport projects support the construction of roads. About half (49 percent) of urban transport projects are “roads-only” projects, that is, they finance the construction and improvement of urban roads and not public transport schemes from which one could expect pollution reduction effects. Although urbanization increased during the evaluation period, the overall urban transport portfolio trend3 was flat.4 The number of public transit projects—metro, bus rapid transport, and conventional bus—increased only slightly, but average project size was smaller (World Bank 2017d; World Bank 2017b).5

Pollution management through wastewater treatment and waste management is often pursued jointly in the same project. The Water, SURR, and ENR GPs implement projects with a focus on wastewater treatment or solid waste management or a combination thereof; urban development projects tend to have a higher share of solid waste projects.
Addressing pollution through solid waste management and water treatment poses a variety of challenges, as reflected in the lower success rates of such projects. Development outcome ratings for projects with wastewater and waste management components were positive in 56 percent and 47 percent of projects, respectively. Looking at the performance of the specific component, performance drops to 50 percent for wastewater treatment efforts and 35 percent for cases where wastewater and solid waste are addressed jointly; 25 percent of solid waste management efforts succeed.

Wastewater treatment projects were constrained by weak institutional capacity. All nine wastewater projects that did not achieve a positive outcome rating identified weak institutional capacity as one of the key factors hindering their implementation. Such weaknesses in capacity were mostly through lack of expertise in technical design, procurement, and financial management, which led to start-up delays and increased costs. Projects were also affected by complex institutional setup, which required multiple institutions with varying levels of capacity to coordinate, often in a decentralized setting.

Moreover, difficulties in recovering costs challenged two-thirds of wastewater treatment operations and their sustainability. In six out of the nine projects with a negative outcome rating, policy factors and interjurisdictional issues were described as constraining implementation—for example, land acquisition and planning were delayed in Morocco, and sector legislation was inadequate in Tunisia. Tariff setting, however, was the most prominent policy factor also affecting six of nine projects reviewed. Tariff schemes affect project performance and challenge operational sustainability as governments are reluctant to raise fees due to social and political concerns and operating agencies are therefore unable to raise the needed funds to support their operational requirements. But projects can achieve a supportive tariff regime by building buy-in with key stakeholder groups and presenting compelling affordability assessments and gradual tariff increase plans that mitigate political and social risks.

Similarly, success for solid waste management interventions often relied on cost recovery and institutional capacity. Municipalities need capacities in procurement, contract management, and finance to be able to develop and maintain an effective and financially self-sustaining waste management system. Project-level evidence points at interjurisdictional issues, often related to clarifying the responsibilities for a waste dump site and land ownership questions, as well as the role of the informal sector in waste collection and recycling, which need to be managed well. For example, in the case of Ghana, where the World Bank helped construct several engineered waste sites through the Second Urban Environment and Sanitation Project, the question of which jurisdiction would be responsible for managing the sites delayed implementation. The sustainability of the constructed waste site relies on a cost recovery scheme based on cross-subsidization from higher-income families and commercial clients in support of poorer households, additionally supported by public subsidies. Conversely, factors that contributed to low ratings in projects include lack of information regarding the commercial sustainability of collection and disposal systems (Montenegro) and lack of cost recovery, limited capacity, and increase in the number of open dump sites (Tunisia).

Pollution management efforts financed by Global Environment Facility (GEF) trust fund grants achieved lower rates of success—which explains the overall low success rates of pollution.
interventions managed by ENR. Such investments achieve a successful development outcome rating in only 36 percent of cases—26 points lower than investments addressing other environment concerns. However, analysis by funding sources reveals that this is largely due to poor performance by pollution-focused projects receiving GEF financing.

Several features contributed to the low performance of GEF-funded projects, including some related to the often pilot-nature of these projects. The portfolio of GEF-financed pollution projects is relatively small, and comprises mostly projects that support cleanup of POPs, reduction of water pollution from agricultural nutrient runoff production, and creation of constructed wetlands for water treatment. The reasons for poor performance of these projects include lack of measurement of effects (for example, on nutrient flows), struggles to implement new technology (because of weak capacity or local opposition), aspirations to achieve demonstration effects but without measuring these effects, struggles to work with partner agencies, insufficient prior diagnostics, and lack of buy-in from local governments (box 4.1).

Development outcome ratings of the 17 pollution-targeted projects in low-income countries were

Box 4.1 | Lessons from Global Environmental Facility Trust Fund Projects

An agricultural pollution control project in Croatia funded by the Global Environmental Facility Trust Fund (GEF) led to substantial improvements in agricultural practices in the pilot areas and implemented a financing mechanism for improving farm-level manure storage. Yet, it was unable to demonstrate improvements in nutrient reduction, in part because of weaknesses in and non-use of monitoring systems. The small project size and the GEF grant financing terms may also have contributed to a lack of attention and support from the World Bank and from the government, which weakened implementation and supervision.

In a GEF-financed program to destroy and prevent further accumulation of stockpiles of obsolete pesticides in six countries in Africa, complex partnership arrangements, driven in part by the GEF financing mechanism, resulted in conflicts in defining roles and responsibilities, challenges in effective coordination, and confusion in project interventions. These were an important factor in the failure of the program to produce synergies across countries and partly contributed to the inability to eliminate pesticide stocks and associated waste in the targeted countries.

However, in both cases, it was clear that the projects would not have occurred without grant-based GEF financing; governments were not willing to borrow for these types of projects.

Sources: World Bank (2016e, 2017c).
exceptionally high. Most (88 percent) exhibited successful development outcomes, compared with 54 percent and 44 percent in lower-middle-income and upper-middle-income countries. Even though these projects varied in their approach to addressing pollution, they showcase the positive role that the private sector can play even in low-income countries. These high-performance projects covered areas of urban development, environment, and energy and extractives. A common feature is strong private sector participation across three sectors: (i) the construction and rehabilitation of wastewater treatment; (ii) the operation of solid waste landfills; and (iii) efforts to reduce indoor air pollution through improved stoves (box 4.2).

Overall, the dominant factors that led to the success of these projects in low-income countries were high-quality supervision and monitoring and evaluation, strong project design, and government commitment. In the Kyrgyz Republic project, the establishment of a monitoring and evaluation program in the context of project implementation was a key factor in isolating and protecting abandoned uranium mining wastes from natural disturbances—such as landslides and floods—and leaching and dispersal by ground and surface water drainage. Quality of supervision, project design, and

Box 4.2 | Lessons from Involving the Private Sector in Low-Income Countries

In Vietnam, the cities of Dong Hoi, Quy Nhon, and Nha Trang mostly discharged urban wastewater without treatment and disposed of solid waste in uncontrolled open dumping sites. The World Bank invested in new wastewater treatment plants and the construction and expansion of landfills to address those issues. These investments were successful owing to the implementation of a user fee system recommended at appraisal and a strong public awareness campaign aimed at increasing the understanding of the benefits and affordability of services. In the end, a strong emphasis on cost recovery and revenue generation, private sector participation, and beneficiaries’ buy-in benefited more than 800,000 Vietnamese citizens.

In Burkina Faso, about 90 percent of the population relies on wood energy for cooking and heating and uses inefficient household stoves that release large amounts of black carbon and carbon-based greenhouse gases. In this context, the World Bank financed the establishment of private sector and nongovernmental organization–based production facilities to distribute about 250,000 improved stoves within five years and to substitute fuel wood for liquid propane gas for large users. As a result, about 110,000 improved wood stoves were disseminated to households, exceeding the target to that date, and major fuel wood users switched to liquid propane gas, a fuel low in carbon content that produces minimal emissions.

Source: IEG portfolio review.
government commitment were also mentioned as important factors facilitating all aspects of project management and implementation while providing flexibility to adapt to changing circumstances. In the Moldova and Vietnam projects, those four factors were crucial when successfully managing highly toxic chemicals (POPs and PCBs), which can travel through air, water, and soil.

Across the whole portfolio, few projects contained information about the targeting of pollution abatement toward the poor or vulnerable groups. Although appraisal documents and analytical works referenced therein cover a wide range of concerns, only 20 percent of such documents contain information on specific population groups that could be affected by the pollution issue addressed. However, in many cases, projects address pollution concerns that affect an entire population and therefore—arguably—do not need to provide analysis about how such a concern affects specific populations.

Private Investments and Advisory Services in Support of Pollution Management

The private sector arms of the World Bank Group, IFC and MIGA, also contribute to the pollution management agenda by means of their investments, advisory services, and guarantees. IFC conducted 77 investments that are part of the pollution-targeted portfolio. Of these, 61 were in utilities to support their rehabilitation or modernization of water and wastewater infrastructures; in addition, IFC provided finance through its Cleaner Production Lending Facility to 16 companies for the implementation of cleaner production efforts, that is, efforts aimed at preventing the production of waste, while increasing efficiencies in the use of energy, water, and other resources. MIGA implemented 17 guarantee projects for utilities; like IFC’s investments, these projects provided guarantees to private investors who acquired equities in project enterprises working with local governments under concession agreements to provide solid waste management and wastewater and sludge treatment services.

In addition to investments, IFC provides also advisory services that help client companies reduce waste, increase energy or resources efficiency, or introduce renewable energy. Such services are provided by the Cross-Industry Advisory Services Energy business line, of which 49 were concluded in the evaluation period. This line largely provides advice for companies on how to implement cleaner production processes, typically done through cleaner production audits, assessments, and studies: 63 percent of the projects provided cleaner production advice, 23 percent advice on waste recycling, 10 percent on solid waste management, and 3 percent on wastewater issues.

IFC Advisory Services through supporting the structuring of public-private partnerships (PPPs) also assists pollution management. A substantial number of these PPPs engage in wastewater or waste management and hence contribute directly to the pollution agenda of their host countries. During the evaluation period, IFC supported 28 PPP structures through its IFC Cross-Industry Advisory Services PPP business line, of which 11 (60 percent) involved solid waste management and seven (40 percent) involved wastewater systems.
Results and Lessons of Experience

IFC investments in waste and wastewater utilities turned out to be challenging. Of the five evaluated investments, only two had a positive development outcome rating; by contrast, all other evaluated IFC investments in other utilities had a positive development outcome. Among IFC investments in waste and wastewater utilities that did not have successful outcomes, the prevailing reasons were lack of commitment by the private operator to meet project requirements defined in the covenants, failure to meet reporting requirements, and unwillingness to resolve outstanding issues. Conversely, features of successful investments included a strong government to open the water market to the private sector and introduce market-oriented pricing mechanisms and competition in the wastewater sector. In this context, strong technical capacity and a well-designed business model played a decisive role in ensuring success and providing a solid foundation for project development.

Of the four evaluated MIGA projects, three had positive development outcome ratings and one had a negative development outcome rating. The main drivers of success for these PPPs facilitated by MIGA were expertise and growth capacity of the operators who brought investments into the target countries, with proven track records of successful PPP implementation. However, it is worth noting that two of the four guarantees were canceled, both owing to factors associated with the local governments. Despite cancellation, one of these canceled projects still received a “satisfactory” development outcome rating because of the improved wastewater treatment services, an outcome substantiated from annual monitoring reports.

Similarly, IFC support to structuring PPPs in waste management and wastewater treatment also faced challenges. Of the six evaluated Cross-Industry Advisory Services PPP projects, only two received a successful development effectiveness rating, compared with 53 percent of all other Cross-Industry Advisory Services PPP projects. The reason for failure was political opposition that prevented such PPPs from being reaching commercial closure, as the supply of clean water and management of waste is often regarded as service to be provided by the public sector. In addition, some of these PPP structures require financial support in the form of “minimum revenue guarantees” that municipalities were not able to provide due to budget constraints. Therefore, such PPP structures did not attract sufficient interest from private investors. Although the sample of projects evaluated is small (n = 6), it tentatively indicates—and confirms IEG’s previous findings—that private participation in the water and waste management sector is more challenging than in other, more commercially oriented sectors such as energy, airports, or ports.

IFC’s Advisory Services projects aimed at enhancing resources and energy efficiency were largely successful. Of the 17 IFC CAS-energy advisory services with a pollution focus evaluated, 76 percent obtained a positive development effectiveness rating. Success factors identified across these projects included knowledge and expertise involved in service delivery and delivery of training and capacity building combined with campaigns to raise public awareness. The fact that many of the process improvement suggested through cleaner production audits have a positive net present value (that is, bring about savings) has, in many cases, facilitated the adoption of these suggested cleaner production solutions.
1 IEG’s recent global evaluation of urban transport (World Bank 2017b) found this percentage to be 70 percent. The difference between 70 percent and the 67 percent found in this study can be attributed to differences in the evaluation period. Overall, the trends are identical.

2 Comprehensive support that includes both upstream and downstream environmental activities increases the likelihood of achieving citywide results. IEG found that 70 percent of the cities receiving such comprehensive World Bank Group support were successful in realizing environmental benefits. By contrast, cities where the World Bank Group had not provided a comprehensive approach did not achieve reductions in air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions (World Bank 2017b).

3 Measured by projects appraised and their commitment or guarantee value.

4 Except for 2010, when there was a one-year surge in the wake of the global financial crisis.

5 Comparing 2012–16 vs. 2007–11.

6 In many cities, it is necessary to address solid waste and wastewater or drainage together since they are linked. Solid waste clogs waterways and pollutes water.

7 The majority of these investments were approved after 2010 and hence have not been evaluated. Second, for those investments that were approved prior to 2010, the methodology foresees a sampling so that results are statistically representative at the portfolio level of IFC investments.

8 With regard to assessing success of IFC interventions note that the report analyzes IFC interventions in two different ways: IFC investments that are regarded as pollution-targeted projects (discussed in this chapter) are assessed based on Expanded Project Supervision Reports (XPSRs). Using the XPSRs to judge their success appears justified as success is often impaired by broader issues (lack of government commitment, poor cost recovery, etc.) so that a detailed analysis of the underlying measures of pollution reduction (for example, actual BOD measurements for water treatment plants) appears redundant. Chapter 5 then analyzes IFC investments in pollution-intense sectors based on PS3 ratings which do take actual pollution measures into account.

9 In energy or gas distribution.

10 This confirms conclusions from IEG’s public-private partnership evaluation (World Bank 2014).

11 Note that success rates of IFC advisory services that aim at enhancing resources and energy efficiency cannot be compared with those of IFC advisory services that assist governments in structuring public-private partnerships as their context, political economy factors, and incentives vary.
Managing the Pollution Footprint of Projects

1. Most International Finance Corporation (IFC) investments in pollution-intense industries are successful in meeting the pollution prevention requirements.

2. Yet there is still room for improvement since one-third of IFC investment projects do not fully meet the relevant requirements of air emissions and wastewater management guidelines.

3. The most important success factors are the client’s or project enterprise’s commitment and technical and financial capacity in managing pollution associated with its operations; engaging with the client or project enterprise throughout the entire project improves their commitment and capacity, and projects are more successful.
A significant number of Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) guarantee projects did not provide sufficient information on pollution prevention implementations at the time of IEG’s project-level evaluations. But of those that provided data, 62–75 percent of projects meet pollution prevention requirements.

It is not possible to assess the extent to which the World Bank contributed to better pollution management through safeguards, as data on safeguards outcomes is not reported in World Bank documentation.
IN ADDITION TO INTERVENTIONS that target pollution directly, the World Bank Group uses tools to control the potential negative pollution effect from its projects; that is, it manages the institution’s “pollution footprint.” This involves the application of policies and standards on Environmental and Social Sustainability for IFC investments and MIGA guarantee projects, and World Bank Environmental and Social Safeguard Policies for World Bank lending projects. This chapter provides (i) analysis of IFC investments and MIGA guarantee projects in pollution-intense industries and assessment of the projects’ performance meeting the IFC’s and MIGA’s environmental requirements (that is, Performance Standard 3 related to air emissions, wastewater, and waste management) across the identified portfolio; and (ii) analysis of World Bank Category A lending projects that carry an elevated environmental risk and trigger pollution-relevant safeguards.

Managing the Pollution Footprint in IFC and MIGA Projects

Table 5.1 shows the number of pollution-intense IFC and MIGA projects analyzed in this study. IFC approved 956 investments and MIGA had 168 guarantee projects during the evaluation period in pollution-intense sectors. From this portfolio, projects were included in this assessment if

1. they were evaluated previously by IEG as part of the IFC Expanded Project Supervision Reports (XPSRs) / Project Evaluation Summary or MIGA Project Evaluation Report program, and received an evaluation rating;
2. at least one of the three pollution-relevant resource efficiency and pollution prevention Performance Standard aspects (air emissions, wastewater, or waste) was triggered; and
3. they belong to the real sectors (nonfinancial intermediaries).

Most IFC investments in pollution-intense industries are successful in meeting the pollution prevention requirements. At the time of IEG’s evaluation, about two-thirds of IFC investment projects in pollution-intense industries meet Performance Standard 3, Resource Efficiency and Pollution Prevention, pollution prevention requirements for air emissions (72 percent) and wastewater (71 percent), and 92 percent meet waste management requirements. This analysis includes all evaluated pollution-intense projects subject to the pre-2006 IFC Safeguards Policy and the 2006 IFC Sustainability Framework from 2008 to 2015. This study does not include IFC projects that are subject to the 2012 IFC Sustainability Framework since those projects did not meet the operational maturity criteria during the time of this study, and thus, they are not evaluated by IEG yet. Room for improvement remains, since one-third of projects do not meet the relevant requirements of air emissions and wastewater guidelines at the time of project-level evaluation. Relatively lower success rates for meeting air emissions and wastewater requirements compared with waste requirements are mostly because air emissions and wastewater guidelines specified in the World Bank Group EHS Guidelines require adequate capacity and resources to implement, and thus are more challenging for clients to comply
with. IFC and MIGA have updated their Policy and Performance Standards for Environmental and Social Sustainability in 2012 and 2013, respectively. In addition, a number of World Bank Group EHS Guidelines have been updated and published since 2015.8

IFC’s brownfield projects’ (those with existing assets prior to investment) performance in achieving pollution-relevant Performance Standards improves over the period that IFC stays invested in pollution-intense projects; however, the degree of improvement varies across air emissions, wastewater, and waste compliance (figure 5.1). Projects often achieve significant improvements in air emissions quality over time; after IFC intervention in a company, almost one-third (36 percent) of the projects that did not meet air emission requirements at appraisal meet the requirements by the time of evaluation, when they reach operational maturity. Yet, about one-third of projects are still not able to meet air emissions requirements, mostly because they do not apply the right technology or process to control or minimize emissions. Similar improvements are not observed for wastewater management—only 16 percent of the projects that initially did not meet the requirements can do so after five years. Most projects fail to demonstrate compliance in achieving effluent discharge limits because of lack of or inadequate wastewater treatment plants or operations. Projects face difficulties in improving wastewater treatment processes to meet treatment and discharge requirements because these may require new construction, hardware, or process change, which demand financial and technical resources. Projects also achieve more waste management requirements after IFC’s intervention. Almost half the projects that do not meet waste requirements at appraisal achieve them at operational maturity with IFC’s involvement, and many meet the waste requirements after five years.

IFC’s greenfield investment projects exhibit higher performance in achieving air emissions, wastewater, and waste management requirements than the existing projects (that is, brownfield projects). Air emissions requirements are met by 85 percent of the 26 greenfield projects, compared with 66 percent of the 53 brownfield projects. Air emissions requirements are usually included in the project design in greenfield projects, and thus the compliance is generally achieved with more success during the operation. However, air emissions requirements are not easily implemented by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Standard</th>
<th>With Rating at Evaluation Only</th>
<th>With Rating at Both Appraisal and Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IFC</td>
<td>MIGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air emissions</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wastewater</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: IEG.

a Performance Standard 3, Resource Efficiency and Pollution Prevention.
brownfield projects because meeting the requirements often involves replacing or retrofitting existing technologies or fuel, or process changes, among other things, which would require financial and technical resources. Thus, implementing changes in a brownfield project is generally more difficult than in a greenfield project.

The success rates for achieving Performance Standards requirements vary across sectors. Of the total portfolio of IFC investments in pollution-intensive industries for which at-evaluation ratings are available (that is, projects evaluated from 2008 to 2015), more than half of the projects are in the following top five sectors: Chemicals; Oil, Gas, & Mining; Industrial & Consumer Products; Food & Beverages; and Agriculture. For air emissions, the five most prominent industries have success rates above 65 percent in meeting requirements, with relatively little variation across sectors. The chemicals sector reports the highest relative improvement in meeting air emissions requirements among the five top sectors. IFC’s intervention has a significant positive effect (that is, change) on projects in the chemicals sector by helping clients improve and achieve the requirements. Looking at the top five industries from the wastewater perspective, success rates vary significantly across sectors, ranging from 60 percent to 78 percent. IFC investments in the food and beverages sector report the highest relative improvement in wastewater performance between appraisal and evaluation, but starting from a low initial success rate at appraisal. The top five sectors meet IFC’s waste requirements with a success rate ranging from 80 percent to 100 percent. The agriculture sector shows the highest percentage change (36 percent) from appraisal to evaluation.
During evaluation years 2008–15, eight pollution-intense projects demonstrated excellent performance in at least one Performance Standard 3 aspect, out of 167 evaluated IFC projects; however, performance of five projects were unsatisfactory and did not meet at least one of the Performance Standard 3 requirements on air emissions, wastewater, or waste management. This study analyzes these projects to learn lessons from and provide recommendations for further improvement in managing pollution prevention and abatement in projects. Box 5.1 includes examples of projects rated as excellent in meeting air emissions, wastewater, or waste requirements.

Performance of large-size IFC investments improves more than that of medium- or small-size investments. A better performance is likely due to the more substantial financial and technical resources available in such large investments.

Box 5.1 | Excellent Performance in Meeting the International Finance Corporation’s Requirements

**Air emissions.** A brownfield project in the Latin America and the Caribbean Region proposed to convert an existing power plant from an open cycle to a combined cycle operation to improve energy efficiency. The International Finance Corporation (IFC) played a key role in enhancing the client’s Environmental, Health, and Safety Guidelines management by identifying actions needed to mitigate environmental risks, including compliance with IFC’s emissions standards and ambient air quality standards. With IFC’s timely and appropriate advice, the client managed to achieve not only the emissions standards recommended for the existing facilities but also emissions standards for the new plants. The client’s performance is considered a best-practices example because of, among other things, the use of wet low–nitrogen oxides burners.

**Wastewater.** An agricultural company in Latin America did not have an effluent treatment plant at appraisal. However, IFC’s involvement, including the preparation of the Environmental and Social Action Plan, site visits, and advice contributed to the client’s performance, resulting in a substantial reduction in harmful effluent and the achievement of zero wastewater discharge.

**Waste management.** A mining company in the Sub-Saharan Africa Region had a well-developed approach to waste management that encompassed avoidance, minimization, recovery, reuse, and environmentally sound disposal. An agricultural project in Latin America and the Caribbean had implemented a sanitary and industrial waste management plan, segregating all wastes for either disposal in a landfill or sale to legally authorized recycling groups.

Source: IEG portfolio review.
For evaluated MIGA guarantees projects, where relevant data were available, 64 percent of MIGA guarantee projects meet air emissions and 62 percent of MIGA guarantee projects meet wastewater requirements, and 75 percent meet waste management requirements at the time of evaluation; however, there is still room for improvement.

For a significant number of guarantee projects adequate information on pollution prevention implementations was, however, not available at the time of IEG’s project level evaluation. Such projects receive an “no opinion possible” (NOP) rating. When all projects, including those with NOP ratings, the above-mentioned proportions change. Thirty-three percent of projects meet MIGA’s Performance Standard 3 requirements on air emissions, 19 percent of projects do not fully meet the air emission requirements and 48 percent of projects were rated NOP. For meeting wastewater requirements, 33 percent of project meet requirements, 21 percent do not fully meet requirements, and 46 percent of projects did not have sufficient information for compliance available. For complying with waste management requirements, 62 percent of projects meet requirements, 21 percent do not fully meet requirements and 17 percent did not have sufficient information for compliance available. Hence, in summary, NOP ratings ranged from 17 percent to 48 percent of projects. This lack of information resulting in NOP ratings in environmental and social evaluations has been addressed by MIGA with the introduction of the 2013 Environmental and Social Sustainability Policy and the 2014 Environmental and Social Review Procedures, which require annual monitoring reports from project enterprises and monitoring site visits by MIGA environmental and social specialists.

Lessons of Experience: Addressing Pollution through Private Sector Projects

The most important success factors are client or project enterprise commitment and technical and financial capacity in managing pollution associated with its operations. If the client or project enterprise is committed and provides adequate resources in managing pollution, then the environmental performance is always successful and the project achieves IFC’s and MIGA’s pollution prevention and abatement requirements. In this study, all successful projects meeting Performance Standard 3 pollution requirements provided strong client or project enterprise commitment and capacity. Thus, IFC’s project appraisal and MIGA’s due diligence are important activities where commitment and capacity of client or project enterprise can be assessed in detail, and where risks and potential mitigation measures can be developed.

Engaging and communicating with the client or project enterprise throughout the entire process improves their commitment and capacity, and projects are more successful. In all successful projects in this study, IFC or MIGA provided timely and appropriate technical advice and assistance to the client or project enterprise following monitoring of the operations, including implementation of the Environmental and Social Action Plan (ESAP), site visits, and review of annual monitoring reports. IFC and MIGA continuously support the client’s or project enterprise’s environmental and social efforts during the entire investment or guarantee period. Frequent supervision of implementation of key environmental and social aspects during construction of large and complex infrastructure projects helps in detecting execution problems early on. It is also evident that project’s technical capacity and performance significantly improve when the project seeks a qualified third party to provide technical assistance.
In successful projects, IFC and MIGA play a key role in enhancing a client’s or project enterprise’s Environmental and Social Management System through the identification of actions needed to mitigate environmental and social risks, including compliance with Performance Standards. In all successful projects in this study, IFC or MIGA adequately identifies areas of improvement, discusses technical recommendations clearly with the client or project enterprise, and prepares a detailed and comprehensive ESAP, which is agreed by the client or project enterprise at the beginning of the project. For the necessary leverage, it is essential that IFC or MIGA receive the client’s or project enterprise’s full acceptance of the ESAP and include the ESAP in legal agreements. Successful projects develop ESAPs that detail actions, roles and responsibilities, indicative budget, and an achievable and realistic completion schedule. When IFC or MIGA and the client or project enterprise mutually agree on the specific World Bank Group General and Sectoral EHS Guideline requirements and actions for the project, it is likely that the implementation and monitoring will occur as planned.

Improvement in pollution management can be quantified when adequate environmental baseline studies are conducted and relevant performance indicators are established to address project impacts. During this study, one of the challenges was not having sufficient information on emissions loads of projects, which made it difficult to determine potential improvements in pollution management and amount of pollution loads. Emissions are almost always expressed in concentrations that do not provide sufficient information on pollution loads; it is important to determine specific and annual emission levels and improvements. Thus, there is benefit to requesting emission loads in terms of mass flow rates.\(^1\)

Legal agreements provide effective leverage and contribute to the meeting of requirements. Successful IFC projects include a Condition of Disbursement in legal agreements. IFC uses these requirements adequately in the ESAP and legal agreements to enforce compliance with environmental and social requirements. In all successful projects, MIGA includes Environmental and Social requirements fully in Contract of Guarantee for the guarantee holder and project enterprise to legally commit to meet pollution-relevant requirements.

All successful MIGA projects always report performance adequately. In MIGA guarantee projects, an NOP rating is never issued when a project enterprise submits adequate annual monitoring reports and MIGA monitors project activities.

**The Application of Safeguards in the World Bank Lending Portfolio**

The World Bank seeks to minimize the environmental harm of its projects through its safeguard policies, including through an operational policy on environmental assessment.\(^1\) To identify evidence on the effectiveness of these safeguard policies on pollution management, an assessment of the reported information on pollution effects in project documentation for all 114 category A projects approved FY04–17 was carried out. Category A projects pose elevated environmental risks with broad and potentially irreversible effects.\(^1\)
Pollution concerns associated with category A projects are generated largely from short-term construction activities (85 percent) but also from the project’s general operations (70 percent) and, to a very limited extent, from induced pollution effects (13 percent). This is because most category A projects deal with the construction of infrastructure such as roads, highways, irrigation systems, water and sanitation systems, and solid waste landfills. Air and water are the resources most often at risk of pollution in category A projects. Monitoring of pollution is the most commonly identified mitigation action in these projects (65 percent of all short-term construction projects, 59 percent of all general operations, and 8 percent of induced-effects projects). Other mitigation actions include adequate disposal, maintenance of equipment, and standards enforcement.

Most projects receive ratings of implementation progress from self-assessments of moderately satisfactory or above; however, IEG cannot validate these ratings; nor can it assess the overall effect of safeguards on pollution management. Implementation progress is rated in the World Bank’s implementation status reporting system, which provides a self-assessment of the status of safeguards ratings which is not validated by IEG. In addition, no rating is present for 15 percent of projects. Moreover, data on actual safeguards outcomes are not reported in World Bank documentation. They also do not report detailed information and data on how safeguards have contributed to management of air and water emissions. Similarly, an assessment carried out as part of IEG’s evaluation on the FY16 Results and Performance of the World Bank Group found deficiencies in reporting of environmental and social safeguards results based on an assessment of Implementation Completion and Results reports validated in FY16 (World Bank 2017d). Hence, it is not possible to assess the extent to which the World Bank contributed to better pollution management through safeguards from a review of the existing World Bank data system.

ENDNOTES

1 The objectives of the Performance Standard 3 are to avoid or minimize impacts on human health and the environment by avoiding or minimizing pollution from project activities. And to promote more sustainable use of resources, including energy and water.

2 MIGA’s Policy on Environmental and Social Sustainability and IFC’s comprehensive set of Environmental and Social Performance Standards are important components of achieving positive development outcomes and environmental and social sustainability of projects. Similarly, environmental and social safeguard policies are a cornerstone of the World Bank support for sustainable development and poverty reduction aimed at ensuring strong protections for people and for the environment.

3 The purpose of evaluation of footprint projects is to assess the application of IFC’s and MIGA’s Performance Standards on Environmental and Social Sustainability for pollution management in IFC investments and MIGA guarantee projects. IFC and MIGA require projects with the potential to cause pollution to comply with pollution-relevant Performance Standards, particularly Performance Standard 3, Resource Efficiency and Pollution Prevention, which focuses mostly on pollution-relevant aspects and applies to projects with release of pollutants to air, water, and land with potential adverse effects. IFC and MIGA also require the World Bank Group Environmental, Health, and Safety Guidelines or other appropriate internationally recognized sources to be used when selecting and implementing pollution prevention and control techniques and methods for projects. IEG assessed IFC investments and MIGA guarantee projects in pollution-intense industries and analyzed the performance of such projects in meeting these requirements.

4 Despite the broader focus of this report, this chapter is limited to analyzing compliance with Performance Standard 3 requirements in relation to air, wastewater and waste management.
The study looks at the application of Performance Standard 3 (PS3), Resource Efficiency and Pollution Prevention, requirements on air emissions, wastewater, and waste management across the IFC footprint portfolio, along with trends by year, investment size, primary sector, Region, and income level of the client country. The study analyzes ratings for the following IFC cases: (i) PS3 subindicator ratings for air emissions, wastewater, and waste management at evaluation of all footprint projects in the IFC Expanded Project Supervision Report / Project Evaluation Summary program from calendar year (CY)08 to CY11 (this portfolio set also includes projects appraised before the 2006 IFC Sustainability Framework); (ii) PS3 subindicator ratings of projects for which both appraisal and evaluation ratings are available from the IFC Expanded Project Supervision Report / Project Evaluation Summary program from CY12 to CY15 (this portfolio set includes only projects subject to the 2006 IFC Sustainability Framework); and (iii) PS3 ratings at evaluation of greenfield projects (that is, projects with no prior operation) from CY08 to CY15.

The study analyzes ratings for the following MIGA cases: (i) PS3, Pollution Prevention and Abatement, subindicator ratings for air emissions, wastewater, and waste at evaluation of all footprint projects in the MIGA Project Evaluation Report program from fiscal year (FY)11 to FY16 (this portfolio set includes projects appraised before the 2007 MIGA Sustainability Framework); and (ii) PS3 subindicator ratings of projects for which both due diligence and evaluation ratings are available from the MIGA Project Evaluation Report program from FY11 to FY16 (this portfolio set includes projects subject to the 2007 MIGA Environmental and Social Sustainability Policy and Performance Standards).

IEG initially identified 168 footprint MIGA guarantee operations based on sector codes used by MIGA. Of these, 39 projects are evaluated by IEG as part of the MIGA Project Evaluation Report program. Of the evaluated projects, 24 projects have evaluation ratings (Excellent, Satisfactory, Partly Unsatisfactory or Unsatisfactory, including No Opinion Possible (NOP) and Not Applicable (NA)) for at least one of the PS3 pollution prevention sub-indicators. Of the 24 projects, there are only 11 projects for air emissions, 13 projects for wastewater, and 20 projects for waste after projects with NA and NOP ratings are removed from the portfolio.

The MIGA evaluation portfolio contains a significant number of NOP ratings for air emissions and wastewater performance. This rating is given during an evaluation for which, after best efforts, the relevant information to establish material compliance (or lack thereof) cannot be obtained. The lack of sufficient information was mostly due to the former MIGA policy, which did not require annual monitoring reports from project enterprises or monitoring site visits. However, the 2013 Environmental and Social Sustainability Policy and Performance Standards, and the 2014 Environmental and Social Review Procedures require annual monitoring reports and monitoring site visits. The small size of the MIGA portfolio prevents this study from better assessing the success or failure of projects in meeting the pollution-relevant environmental requirements.

IEG developed an environmental and social evaluation methodology in which the environmental and social effectiveness of an IFC investment or a MIGA guarantee project is assessed with an environmental and social effects indicator that covers both the project’s environmental and social performance in achieving IFC’s environmental and social objectives and requirements and the project’s environmental and social improvements (that is, impact). IEG evaluates environmental and social effects along with business performance, economic sustainability, and private sector development, and then determines the overall development outcome of the project. The development outcome is presented in IEG’s Expanded Project Supervision Report Evaluation Note, which is submitted to the management of IFC. Similarly, a Project Evaluation Report, which is an ex post self-evaluation of MIGA project underwriting outcomes, is prepared by MIGA for guarantee projects. IEG reviews all completed Project Evaluation Reports and prepares an Evaluation Note for submission to the management of MIGA.

During the evaluation of each environmental and social aspect, IEG rates each indicator and subindicator on a four-point scale (that is, excellent, satisfactory, partly unsatisfactory, and unsatisfactory) “at appraisal” for IFC, “at underwriting” or “at due diligence” for MIGA, and “at evaluation,” when the project reaches its operational maturity, for both. For IFC, the operational maturity is assumed five years after Board of Executive Directors approval and when the project has generated at least 18 months of operating revenues. For MIGA guarantee projects, the operational maturity is accepted as guarantees approved at least three years earlier and in support of projects which have generated at least 18 months of operating revenues covered by at least one set of audited financial statements. During this study, the ratings for air emissions, wastewater, and waste management subindicators are used to determine success rates for achieving the requirements for air emissions and ambient air quality, wastewater and ambient water quality, and waste management. The success rate for these subindicators is calculated as a percentage of excellent and satisfactory ratings. IEG may also assign “no opinion possible” during
an evaluation for which, after best efforts, the relevant information to establish material compliance (or lack thereof) cannot be obtained.

8 This was done in the spirit of incorporating lessons learned and reflecting new process developments and new advancements in pollution control and abatement technologies.

9 “Project enterprise” is used in the discussion of MIGA projects and “project company / enterprise / entity” refers to the legal entity owning and implementing the project, which may or may not be the beneficiary of the MIGA guarantee. Note that in MIGA projects, “guarantee holder” is the company or entity benefiting directly from the MIGA guarantee, which may or may not be the project company.

10 For example, ton of SO₂ per ton of product.

11 The requirement for environmental assessment is intended to ensure that environmental risks in projects are avoided or mitigated appropriately. Environmental assessments consider a variety of aspects, such as natural environment, human health and safety, social aspects, and transboundary and global environmental aspects. They also include the overall country policy and legal framework and its international obligations.

12 The assessment was based on a desk review of core project documents. The assessment covered 114 World Bank category A projects active over 2005–15 and evaluated as of December 2015. These include projects that directly targeted pollution and projects in “footprint” sectors that were likely to have significant pollution effects.

13 The World Bank’s implementation status reporting system provides a self-assessment of the status of safeguards, in most cases rating them as moderately satisfactory, satisfactory, or highly satisfactory.
The World Bank Group exercises its convening role on pollution-related issues mainly through providing expertise and knowledge; however, its real comparative advantage is the ability to enter into policy dialogue with its client countries to integrate pollution in their development agenda and country strategies.

However, World Bank Group country strategies rarely reflect the top pollution concerns a country suffers from. The recently introduced Systematic Country Diagnostic captures pollution concerns more accurately, raising hopes that future country strategies will reflect pollution issues better.

The lack of quality data on pollution, its costs, and the cost effectiveness of pollution abatement interventions increases the difficulty of building a case for governments to undertake pollution abatement interventions—or to borrow from the World Bank for this.
Country Environmental Analyses (CEAs) are the World Bank Group’s main diagnostic tool with a mandate to inform country strategies and policy lending about environmental concerns.

To date, CEAs have only reached 42 client countries, compared with 62 reached by Investment Climate Assessments and 142 by Financial Sector Assessment Programs. Funding constraints appear to be the root cause.

Overall, pollution priorities identified in CEAs are not consistently referenced in World Bank Group country strategies, which may be one of the main reasons they do not reflect countries’ most important pollution concerns.
This chapter will analyze how the World Bank Group can advance the clean agenda effectively, beyond project-level interventions. According to the 2012 environmental strategy, pollution management is part of the World Bank Group’s clean agenda, which the World Bank Group can advance—in addition to its project work—through a range of activities (World Bank 2012b). This chapter discusses how the World Bank Group exercises its (i) convening power at the international level to draw attention to the issues of pollution and help advance the policy-making agenda; and (ii) engages in country-level policy dialogue and knowledge work to inform countries about their pollution issues, assist them in establishing a national pollution agenda and integrate pollution in country portfolios.

The Convening Power of the World Bank Group

Multi- and bilateral agencies, nongovernmental organizations, and civil society groups have undertaken a tremendous effort to place pollution on the global and national agenda. The fight against pollution has been a priority of the global development agenda since the mid-1980s, mainly through conventions or multilateral treaties. Reflected in the Sustainable Development Goals, pollution in its various forms is anchored in strategies of many international organizations, including the World Bank Group, the United Nations Industrial Development Organization,1 the WHO,2 and the United Nations Children’s Fund,3 or is part of the program, as is the case for United Nations Environment Programme. Pollution is also the theme for the 2017 Environment Assembly in December 2017, which could be regarded as the culmination of these global efforts.4

The World Bank Group plays a role at the international arena in advancing the clean agenda, mainly by acting as knowledge broker, but also through partnerships and standards setting. As of the 1990s, the World Bank has leveraged partnerships to advance the clean agenda, supported by its efforts to set standards, as summarized in box 6.1. In addition, it acts as a “knowledge bank” by contributing to the policy-making agenda, collecting data at the global and country levels, assessing costs of specific pollution types, or drawing attention to global, regional, and national pollution concerns. Knowledge is disseminated through the World Bank’s flagship reports, including Getting to Green: A Sourcebook of Pollution Management Policy Tools for Growth and Competitiveness on available policy tools for pollution management (World Bank 2012a); What a Waste: A Global Review of Solid Waste Management on waste specifically (Bhada-Tata and Hoornweg 2012); Clean Air and Healthy Lungs: Enhancing the World Bank’s Approach to Air Quality Management on the effects of air pollution (Awe et al. 2015); and The Cost of Air Pollution: Strengthening the Economic Case for Action (World Bank 2016a).5

Although United Nations agencies have the explicit mandate to act as global conveners on environmental issues, the World Bank Group is in a strong position to lift pollution up in countries’ development agendas because of its field presence and access to policy makers.4 Across IEG’s country case studies, other development partners were found to address pollution either indirectly,
for example, through strengthening the role of the private sector in pollution management, or by addressing specific aspects of the pollution agenda. The World Bank, through its country offices, entertains a policy dialogue and hence has a unique opportunity to integrate pollution concerns into country’s development agenda in a strategic and comprehensive manner.

Country-Level Experience: Alignment of the World Bank Group’s Engagement with Pollution Priorities

The World Bank Group helps client countries define their respective development agenda through a range of tools and services. Central to the World Bank Group’s engaging with a client country are the country strategies: the country assistance strategy (CAS) or the country partnership strategy (CPS).
These are prepared following a process of policy dialogue, based on diagnostic work including but not limited to the Systematic Country Diagnostics (SCDs), Country Environmental Analyses, and Strategic Environmental Analyses. As CASs and CPSs are the central tools used to define World Bank engagement with its countries, they can be expected to reflect the country’s priorities regarding its overall development agenda, including the country’s most pressing pollution concerns. To assess to what extent CASs reflect actual pollution priorities, the CASs of countries where pollution has reached alarming levels by global standards were reviewed.

A review of 57 countries with exceptional pollution levels revealed that pollution priorities are often not reflected in the country strategies. Only 28 percent of CASs and CPSs adequately reference the actual pollution concerns, that is, in only 16 of the 57 countries were all relevant pollution priorities from which the country suffers identified. Of these, 14 had only one top pollution issue. An additional nine countries (16 percent) reference at least one pollution concern but fail to refer to others. Many strategy documents (56 percent) do not mention pollution concerns at all, even though these 57 countries had at least one top pollution concern per global databases. Of the 44 country strategies identifying at least one pollution concern, only half referred to an upcoming World Bank Group portfolio addressing at least one of the issues.

The recently released SCDs provide a better identification of pollution priorities at the country level. The SCD is a diagnostic exercise to identify key challenges and opportunities for a country to accelerate progress toward development objectives that are consistent with the twin goals of ending absolute poverty and boosting shared prosperity in a sustainable manner. As of 2014, SCDs are required for the formulation of country-level strategies. SCDs more frequently identify pollution priorities correctly than CASs or CPSs. Of 72 countries with the biggest pollution concerns, 28 have a SCD. Fifty-seven percent of these identify all pollution concerns correctly and an additional 18 percent at least one. This raises hopes that they will be reflected either in future CASs or CPSs or in the World Bank Group portfolio.

The most frequently missed pollution concerns were outdoor and indoor air pollution. Only 12 percent of CASs or CPSs address indoor air pollution (seven strategy documents, of which five discuss top pollution priorities), and ambient air pollution is covered in just over a quarter of documents (15 documents, of which 10 cover a top pollution priority for the country). By contrast, solid waste management and wastewater treatment were mentioned more often (56 percent and 51 percent of documents, respectively) though in most cases, these pollution concerns were not a top priority (25 of the 32 documents in the case of solid waste management and 21 out of the 29 in the case of wastewater treatment).

These findings may explain why the World Bank Group portfolio does not reflect the global pollution priorities, as revealed in chapter 2. CASs and CPSs form the basis for preparing the pipeline of projects for a country; therefore, with pollution not finding adequate space in country strategies, it is not surprising that the overall World Bank Group portfolio of interventions shows an imbalance. This is further corroborated by field-based country cases. Country portfolios tend to follow other developmental priorities that are not necessarily aligned with the pollution priorities that the country
faces. Many pollution priorities were either not followed up at all in the portfolio, or if so, only through Advisory Services and Analytics work or rather insignificant investment efforts, given the magnitude of the problem (see box 6.2 for examples).

Box 6.2 | Case Studies: Pollution Priorities and World Bank Group Response

**Ghana.** Air quality (indoor and outdoor) presents a major health and environmental challenge and is the single largest environmental risk of premature death, contributing to nearly 18,000 premature mortalities each year. Yet the World Bank portfolio contains only one urban transport project with an add-on air monitoring component; unfortunately, the results of the urban transport project were unsatisfactory as the envisaged bus rapid transport system never took off. Indoor air pollution was never addressed in the portfolio, even though the 2007 Country Environmental Analysis already calculated that it costs Ghana about 1.5 percent of its gross domestic product. Ghana’s e-waste problem is yet another missed opportunity. Its most prominent e-waste recycling site, the Agbogbloshie e-waste management site, is infamous for manual disassembly of obsolete computers, monitors, televisions, and so on, to isolate metals (copper and aluminum). Much of the work is carried out by children, using only rudimentary tools and without protective equipment.

Interestingly, none of Ghana’s pollution concerns in waste, e-waste, wastewater, urban air pollution, or indoor air pollution found reference in Ghana’s latest country assistance strategy for 2013–16, even though they have been known for years. Climate change receives a passing reference but is not a central theme either.

**Egypt.** The World Bank Group lending portfolio did not reflect the key pollution concerns identified (outdoor and indoor air pollution), instead focusing on water pollution. According to the World Bank’s own Country Environmental Analysis and the assessment of the cost of environmental damage contained therein, outdoor and indoor air pollution (combined) constituted almost 65 percent of the total environmental damage, water pollution around 29 percent, with the remaining 6 percent of damage caused by solid waste. Outdoor air pollution was addressed mainly through Advisory Services and Analytics work (World Bank 2013). Lending was limited to a pilot intervention aimed at testing market-based mechanisms for bringing industries into compliance with emissions standards (Second Egypt Pollution Abatement Project). In the area of hazardous waste, the intervention focused on persistent organic pollutants rather than a broader waste management agenda. Indoor air pollution was identified as one of the top pollution concerns, but no projects address this major issue.

*Source: IEG country case studies.*
Other specific pollutants have in general received little attention in World Bank Group pollution management efforts. As elaborated in greater detail in chapter 2, a range of pollutants that threaten the poor (including lead, mercury, chromium, and arsenic) are addressed rarely by World Bank strategies and interventions.

Challenges in building a case for governments to borrow from the World Bank Group for pollution issues are further exacerbated by the lack of quality data on pollution and its cost. Data on pollution are not available in a systematic manner for the major types of pollutants. The World Bank’s country analytical work (Advisory Services and Analytics [ASA]) has an important role to play in this context, regarding helping countries identify their pollution priorities. The World Bank has supported a variety of analytical and advisory work on pollution issues. Some work addresses specific subsectors in specific countries, while others provide strategic analysis of pollution issues and can help governments to set their priorities based on costs of pollution and potential for pollution abatement.

IEG’s analysis below focuses on the Country Environmental Analysis (CEA), which aims to provide a comprehensive coverage of environmental issues, including pollution, for a full country and an analysis of the cost of environmental degradation from pollution. With this, a CEA is designed to be an upstream analytical tool that supports prioritization and awareness-raising of environmental problems, integrate environmental considerations in Country Assistance Strategies, Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers, development policy lending, and country-level development strategies and programs (World Bank 2008; Pillai 2008).

Despite their crucial role in policy dialogue, CEAs have only been prepared for 42 of 151 active client countries without a discernable pattern of prioritization. This coverage of about 30 percent of client countries limits the aggregate effect of the tool. The preparation of CEAs is not necessarily focused on countries with poorer environmental performance. The low global coverage of CEAs stands in sharp contrast to the World Bank Group’s diagnostic work in other sectors, such as Investment Climate Assessments or Financial Sector Assessment Programs where global coverage is two to four times higher. The low coverage of countries by CEAs may be due to funding constraints. Although during FY04–11, CEAs were funded to a substantial extent by ASA trust funds, this support ceased to exist; so that all CEAs during 2015–17 have to be funded through the World Bank budget. In parallel, the production rate of CEAs decreased substantially in 2012–14.

Broadly speaking, CEAs are comprehensive in their advice and identification of pollution concerns but show some inconsistency in conducting in-depth analysis on the identified pollution concerns. CEAs provided advice on three broad aspects, as intended in the original concept note: ([i] promote environment-development priorities linked with growth and poverty prevention, [ii] evaluate performance of environmental institutions and their role in governance, and [iii] identify important environmental themes and sectors). Coverage of all major pollution areas and pollutants was balanced within and across all Regions when analyzing individual pollutants across a sample of 30 CEAs, issued between 2003 and 2015. However, although priority pollution concerns were identified, the attributing sectors causing that pollution lacked in-depth discussion in more than half of CEAs (16 out of 30). The reason certain CEAs select focal areas for in-depth assessments—as opposed to covering the identified pollution concerns in a manner commensurate with their relative...
importance—may be that CEAs are sometimes used to prepare the “pipeline” of upcoming World Bank Group operations.15 The assessment of the nexus of pollution and poverty were important elements found in most CEAs, but the underpinning analytics showed some inconsistency.

Raising awareness about pollution and associated costs is an important benefit of preparing CEAs, enabling client countries to gain a comprehensive understanding of their major pollution concerns and prioritizing them. CEAs were found to bring discussion about pollution issues to the most senior government decision makers and to the forefront of public discourse. Thus, they raised awareness and contributed to creating a demand for interventions that mitigate pollution. Across most country case studies, the economic analysis and the analysis of the cost of environmental degradation were seen as the most important element of the CEA, allowing to place a “price tag” with individual pollution concerns to gain attention from nontechnical staff including from the ministry of finance.16

Yet, when looking systematically across all countries with a CEA, World Bank country strategies show only limited uptake of CEA recommendations. Out of a sample of 30 CEAs analyzed in depth, only seven discussed CEA recommendations in the subsequent strategy. A 23 percent uptake of recommendations from CEAs in country strategies is very low, compared to the uptake of 80 percent of Financial Sector Assessment Program (a comprehensive and in-depth assessment of a country’s financial sector) recommendations referred to in CASs. The fact that CEA recommendations are not taken up in country strategies may explain why, overall, other development priorities gain higher importance than countries’ top pollution concerns.

In addition to data paucity on pollution, a range of political economy factors lead to pollution not being prioritized adequately. Pollution affects the poorest most severely, who often lack voice in the national policy dialogue or government priorities may be not aligned with their concerns. Governments often perceive environmental concerns in general as being luxury goods that they cannot afford, or as a responsibility of rich countries to support through concessional finance. An IEG case study in Indonesia offers an instructive example: stakeholders uniformly argued that government was not interested in borrowing at commercial rates from the World Bank or others for perceived “nonproductive” investments in environment or climate change, preferring to focus on infrastructure.17 By contrast, one factor that has been conducive in motivating selected governments to prioritize pollution abatement has been the role played by the desire for accession to the European Union or the Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development, as membership in these institutions requires a degree of legislative and policy harmonization.18

ENDNOTES

1 See http://www.unido.org/what-we-do/environment.html.
2 See http://www.who.int/topics/environmental_pollution/en.
3 See https://www.unicef.org/environment.
5 The World Bank Group also issues a range of Regional and country-specific reports.
Several United Nations agencies, above all the United Nations Environment Program, have a strong and clear mandate that allows them to focus on pollution or aspects thereof within the broader environment agenda. Yet, they typically have less of a role in influencing how a country development agenda is shaped. The United Nations Environment Programme is the leading “global environmental authority” and sets the global environmental agenda, serving as an “authoritative advocate for the global environment.” Its pollution-related work spans a range of issues, including waste, chemicals, lead, resources efficiency, sustainable consumption and production, and resources-efficient cities. The focus of its work is developing international instruments, including conventions, assessing environmental conditions and trends, providing scientific and technical knowledge and tools, and strengthening institutions. The Programme’s efforts are complemented by those of several other United Nations agencies (for example, the United Nations Industrial Development Organization and the United Nations Children’s Fund) and those of the World Health Organization covering the health-related aspects by collecting data on pollution effects as well as setting standards and guidelines for interventions. See http://www.unep.org/about/who-we-are/overview.

For identifying a “top pollution” concern in countries, 72 countries that fall in the most-polluted 25 percent of countries globally according the World Health Organization and Yale Environmental Performance Index data were selected; data for indoor and outdoor air pollution, wastewater, or solid waste were used. Fifty-seven of these countries had country assistance strategies within this evaluation’s timeframe; countries without strategies include Hungary, Iran, Somalia, Vanuatu, and Zimbabwe.

For example, there are only 55 countries with data on all aspects of wastewater treatment (Sato et al. 2013). For ambient air pollution, the 3,000 cities and towns currently covered by the WHO air pollution database represent 1.6 billion people, or 43 percent of the global urban population. However, the availability of air pollution data are highly variable across Regions. In Europe, 1,549 towns and cities have air pollution data, whereas only 39 in Sub-Saharan Africa have data, and these are located in only 10 countries (WHO 2016a, 2014b). Low availability of data or questionable quality was also a pattern across IEG’s country case studies. In Ghana, only PM$_{2.5}$ is measured in 10 defined locations with industrial discharges going unmonitored. In Croatia, although data are generated, they remain difficult to access. In Colombia, efforts to measure pollution are hampered by capacities to take adequate samples. Given this lack of pollution data, it is very difficult to compute reliable estimates of the economic cost of pollution.

Yet other analytical products have also contained substantial analysis and policy recommendations at the national or subnational level. For example, technical assistance to Sindh in Pakistan sought to help the government to prioritize environmental problems, including assessing the efficiency and cost effectiveness of different interventions. A study on air quality management for the whole of Pakistan helped to identify the sources of pollutants linked to the most serious mortality and morbidity effects, and identified policy options for abatement. A study on air pollution in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia identified coal and wood burning for heat as the main source of particulate matter, estimated the health costs, and presented abatement measures along with their cost-effectiveness. A study on poverty and environment linkages in Lao PDR, Cambodia, and Vietnam looked at environmental indicators including indoor and outdoor air pollution, finding evidence for connections to poverty from these in both Lao PDR and Cambodia.

In total, 239 countries are part of the World Bank Group active lending portfolio. Of these, 42 received at least one Country Environmental Analysis (CEA). Pakistan, Egypt, and India received multiple regional or follow-up CEA, bringing the total number of CEs to 46.

One could arguably expect that Country Environmental Analyses (CEAs) may be found primarily in countries where they matter the most; an indicator of such could be the country’s environmental performance. Analyzing the CEA occurrence based on the environmental performance index (a joint project between the Yale Center for Environmental Law and Policy and the Center for International Earth Science Information Network at Columbia University) for client countries, the results provide little evidence that the demand for CEAs originates from countries with poorer environmental performance. Interestingly, countries with a high interest in World Bank Group Advisory Services and Analytics work in general in other sectors do not necessarily show the same interest in environmental concerns; advisory activity and environmental assessment creation do not correlate.

Investment Climate Assessments (ICAs) are the World Bank’s tool to evaluate the competitiveness of the private sector and, like Country Environmental Analyses (CEAs), are intended to be used to generate strong awareness of the need to improve on key areas of client countries’ investment climates. To date, 62 countries have received an ICA, many
repeatedly over time. In addition, five regional ICAs have been prepared. The Financial Sector Assessment Program (FSAP), established in 1999 as a joint program with the International Monetary Fund, is a comprehensive and in-depth assessment of a country’s financial sector. Similar to CEAs, FSAPs produce recommendations tailored to country-specific circumstances. In contrast to CEAs, though, financial stability assessments under the FSAP are mandatory for countries with financial sectors deemed by the International Monetary Fund to be systemically important. Since 1999, 142 countries have completed the program (many multiple times). Recently, demand has risen, and the G-20 countries have committed to be assessed under the program every five years. (See http://www.imf.org/external/np/fsap/faq/index.htm#q6).

13 The analysis did not exhibit any significant shift or pattern in certain pollutants, but rather included a range of pollutants, including mercury, cyanide, lead, persistent organic pollutants, dust, and even noise pollution.

14 For example, the Ghana Country Environmental Analysis (CEA) listed outdoor air pollution from urban environment and extractive industries as a main concern. However, when it came to discussing such industries and the urban environment in detail, the discussion on these sectors, contributions to air pollution was quite limited, with the economic analysis of cost of degradation annexed in the end of the document. Similarly, Egypt’s CEA repeatedly mentioned indoor air pollution as a major concern that affects the poor disproportionately, but when it came to the actual discussion of attributions of this pollution, the discussion was limited, with no reference to costs of indoor air pollution. In contrast, Uganda’s CEA lists setting air quality standards for controlling outdoor air pollution in its recommendations, but provides no analysis about the extent of the problem or the costs associated with it.

15 In many cases, Country Environmental Analyses (CEAs) are prepared in conjunction with development policy lending and as a result focus on the priority areas of the future lending operations rather than on the pollutants identified. For example, the 2007 CEA for Ghana was not intended as a comprehensive “state of the environment” report but functioned rather as a key input to stimulate the ongoing policy dialogue on natural resource management for the development policy lending operations that were in preparation at that time. The CEA builds on previously prepared economic and sector work, which was not intended to form part of a CEA. Hence, the strong focus of the CEA on forestry and mining and the lack of attention to indoor and outdoor air pollution and a range of other important concerns, such as e-Waste. In Indonesia, the CEA and associated policy dialog was part of raising awareness on climate change issues. Most of the recommendations on pollution management centered around prevention of pollution rather than treating existing pollution problems. The greatest focus in CEAs was on prevention of pollution-related problems, with 295 recommendations. Slightly less focus was put on disseminating information on the magnitude of problems arising out of pollution, to build public awareness (212 recommendations) and to improve monitoring systems for detecting pollution (197 recommendations on monitoring). In contrast, only 84 recommendations were made on the treatment of existing pollution problems.

16 Good-practice examples for assessing cost of environmental degradation, for example, include the Indonesia CEA. However, inconsistencies were found with regard to the assessment of water, outdoor air, and indoor air pollution. These were major concerns in almost all the 30 CEAs sampled; however, only 10 CEAs provided a detailed cost analysis of water and outdoor air pollution and only eight CEAs did a substantial cost analysis of indoor air pollution. Moreover, the focus of CEAs on the poor and vulnerable groups varies. Although 25 of the sample of 30 CEAs analyzed did refer to the poor, the substantiating analysis has often been rather superficial. In 12 CEAs, there was only a negligible coverage of the poor (seven) nor none at all (five); only two CEAs had a substantial coverage, Peru and Colombia, which included substantial discussion on the disproportionate effects of indoor air pollution and water pollution on the poor, and those effects were quantified through estimates of economic losses. IEG’s country visits corroborate these findings.

17 Government was open to support on grant terms, but these were rarely available, especially once the country had graduated from IDA. Pollution concerns were sometimes conflated with climate change by government officials, who argued that pollution (and greenhouse gases) were caused by rich countries, even when the main sources of local pollution were from domestic development. However, government was willing to engage with the World Bank on forestry, when driven by domestic and international political outcry about the costs of haze from deforestation-related forest fires.
In Turkey, the country’s EU harmonization aspirations were a major driver of analytical work and policy actions, including those supported by World Bank policy lending. The need to meet EU directives on water quality was a major factor behind Croatia’s investments in wastewater treatment. Mexico’s aspiration to join the Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development was a driver for reforms in energy, water, forestry, and tourism supported by World Bank policy operations.
WITH ABOUT 534 POLLUTION-RELEVANT INTERVENTIONS over FY04–17, the World Bank Group has helped address many of the factors impeding developing countries from addressing their pollution concerns adequately.

All World Bank Group institutions are involved. The World Bank supports investment and policy operations across a range of sectors, including water and sanitation, waste management, urban transport, and energy; and IFC offers Investment and Advisory Services and MIGA guarantee projects.

Progress in managing pollution. The World Bank Group made significant progress in improving pollution management in client countries. Drivers of performance of these interventions are usually sector specific. Addressing air pollution through urban transport interventions worked out relatively well, albeit mostly limited to the projects’ immediate footprint. Broader and sustained environmental benefits were better achieved in projects with a comprehensive approach that included both upstream and downstream measures.

Addressing pollution through solid waste management and water treatment poses a range of challenges, reflected in lower success rates. Success in solid waste management projects often depends on the ability to recover costs and institutional capacity of the municipalities in charge.

IFC’s Advisory Services have helped client companies reduce or recycle waste, increase energy or resources efficiency, or introduce renewable energy; these services were largely successful due to the knowledge and expertise involved in service delivery. IFC advice for structuring public-private partnerships (PPPs) also supports pollution management because a substantial share of these PPPs engage in wastewater or waste management; however, these efforts often face political opposition and hence frequently fail to reach commercial closure. Similarly, IFC investments in waste and wastewater utilities are also challenging due to governments’ faltering commitment.
Managing the pollution footprint of World Bank Group projects. Most IFC investments meet the pollution-relevant Performance Standards. However, there is room for further improvement in project performance in meeting pollution-relevant requirements during the implementation phase of projects, as about one-third of IFC client companies do not meet the relevant requirements of air emissions and wastewater guidelines. The most important success factor found was commitment of the IFC client and its technical and financial capacity in managing pollution; engaging with the client throughout the project period improved their commitment and capacity, and projects were more successful.

For a significant number of MIGA guarantee projects sufficient information on pollution prevention implementations was not available at the time of IEG’s project level evaluations. But of those where data were available, between 62 percent and 75 percent of projects meet pollution prevention requirements. While the World Bank undertakes mitigation actions to avoid or minimize the impact of pollution issues generated from its projects, assessing the extent to which the World Bank contributed to better pollution management through the safeguard system is impossible because of a lack of data.

Balancing the pollution portfolio. The World Bank Group’s efforts to fight pollution lost in relative importance even as a range of pollutants worsened—raising the question of the adequacy of the World Bank Group’s response. Looking more closely at the various types of pollution, the World Bank Group has provided sustained financing for wastewater infrastructure but missed opportunities in fighting indoor and outdoor air pollution, which are responsible for the largest share of deaths from pollution in developing countries.

Integrating pollution into other sector work plays an important role in rebalancing the World Bank Group’s portfolio. For example, the World Bank Group’s climate change mitigation portfolio could provide an opportunity to address outdoor air pollution explicitly, helping to improve the design of interventions and to build the case to clients justifying such interventions. In a similar vein, the fact that a large share of urban transport projects support the construction of roads and not of public transport schemes that could reduce pollution effects, points at the potential of better addressing pollution issues across sectors.

Client engagement through knowledge work and policy dialogue. Knowledge of the effect of pollution and associated costs is an important prerequisite for a concerted approach to fight pollution in client countries. Through its knowledge work and because of its field presence and global expertise, the World Bank Group is in a strong position to integrate pollution into the development agenda of its client countries.

However, integrating pollution concerns into a country’s development agenda appears to be difficult, as World Bank Group Country Assistance Strategies and Country Partnership Strategies rarely reflect the top pollution concerns of a country; in particular, outdoor and indoor air pollution are rarely covered. The recently introduced Systematic Country Diagnostic tool captures pollution concerns more accurately—raising hopes that in future country partnership frameworks will reflect pollution issues better. These findings may explain why the World Bank Group overall portfolio does not reflect
the most serious pollution problems. Other specific pollutants (mercury, lead, pesticides, or e-waste) have also received little attention in the World Bank Group’s portfolio.

The lack of quality data on pollution, its cost, and the cost effectiveness of pollution abatement interventions increases the difficulty of building a case for governments to undertake pollution abatement interventions or to borrow from the World Bank for this purpose. Relatively few World Bank interventions sought to build pollution monitoring systems; these interventions have not only been relatively rare, they also tend to fail more often. This suggests that the World Bank needs to scale up support for building client country pollution monitoring systems. The 2015-established PMEH program could contribute to this scale-up, but its time-bound operation raises questions of sustainability.

The World Bank’s main country-level environmental diagnostic, the CEA, identifies the most serious pollution issue in a country, based on available information. Although CEAs cannot generate pollution data, they are instrumental in collecting the information and raising awareness. CEAs were found to be comprehensive in their advice and identification of pollution concerns, but inconsistent when it comes to conducting an in-depth analysis on the identified pollution concerns. Most important though, CEAs have only been prepared for 42 of 151 active client countries, likely because of funding constraints.

The evaluation concludes that the World Bank Group has exercised an important role in several areas related to environmental pollution, including that of a source of knowledge and policy advice. It has the potential to fulfill its role as thought leader and convener for this global public good, in line with aspirations expressed in the Forward Look (World Bank 2016b). This is even more true, as the evaluation found very few other global players to exercise leadership in this domain, in particular with regard to shaping the development agendas of its client countries and how these address pollution. However, to reach its full potential, the World Bank Group must leverage its recognized strengths and develop integrated solutions. These should help client countries address pollution issues that curb their economic growth and undermine the health of their people. To do so, the evaluation recommends the following five actions in sequential manner. ¹

---

**Recommendations**

**Recommendation 1:** Strengthen World Bank’s efforts, including through technical assistance and capacity and institution building, to develop client country pollution measurement and monitoring systems, especially in countries where such capacity is low. These systems should provide quality data in a transparent and systematic manner and effectively contribute to informing policy makers and the public about pollution priorities, recognizing that efforts to build such monitoring systems are likely to require initial trust fund support, as some client countries may be unable or unwilling to borrow for such purposes.

**Recommendation 2:** Strengthen the World Bank’s country analytical work on pollution, in particular such analytical work that allows countries to prioritize their pollution concerns based...
on a countrywide and comprehensive assessment, and deploy such analytical work to cover more countries and target countries more strategically. Ensure more consistent quality of this work. This broader coverage will likely require dedicated funding for such analytical work and involve a more strategic use of country-level analytical work that prioritizes countries with the greatest health benefits from pollution control. It will also require a more comprehensive integration of the identified pollution priorities in the SCIDs and subsequent country strategies.

Recommendation 3: Intensify efforts to scale up and recalibrate the World Bank’s efforts in pollution management to address the most important pollution priorities. In doing so, the specific circumstances of the poor and their exposure to pollution should be considered, including outdoor and indoor air pollution as well as specific pollution threats (for example, lead, mercury, pesticides, chromium, or e-waste) when warranted by their potential harm. Integrating pollution aspects more systematically into other sectors, for example, urban transport and energy, would be part of such an approach.

Recommendation 4: Leverage the World Bank Group’s climate change portfolio to better combat local and regional air pollution and other applicable forms of pollution. This will require designing future climate change mitigation interventions (including, for example, investments, lending, policy and ASA work and advisory services) so that they address local and regional air pollution issues.

Recommendation 5: For clients that lack the required knowledge, IFC should strengthen its support to help these clients to better comply with Performance Standards on pollution by offering advisory services. Building on the successful experience of advisory services in energy and resources efficiency, this will require offering such services to those IFC investment clients that lack the technical capacity to meet these standards.

ENDNOTE

Recommendation 1 addresses the limited capacity to generate data on pollution, the root cause of many issues identified in this report. These capacities will be essential for client countries aiming to meet their commitment under the Paris Agreement. It also reinforces the findings and recommendations of IEG’s evaluation on data for development (World Bank 2017a). Recommendation 2 suggests strengthening the World Bank’s analytical work. It relies on the implementation of recommendation 1—at least partially—as the World Bank’s analytical work does not typically generate pollution data itself but relies on existing country data. Recommendation 3 calls for scaling up and recalibrating of the World Bank’s portfolio of interventions to manage pollution. This, again, will be facilitated by the implementation of the preceding recommendations 1 and 2. The interest of client countries in borrowing from the World Bank to manage pollution will likely be spurred by analytical work that explains the economic downsides of pollution. Leveraging the World Bank Group’s climate change mitigation portfolio to better combat air pollution is an important part of scaling up the World Bank’s pollution portfolio and is hence addressed in recommendation 4. Recommendation 5 looks at the need to provide capacity to private sector clients to better enable them to meet IFC’s Performance Standards.


